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The Diogenes Club was established to "attempt the publication of the best 
written and artistic work important to the College and otherwise unavaila
ble to it." This moves in two directions. First, it broadens the scope 
of the community's inquiry by providing it with its own Introspections in 
the forms of poetry and fiction. Hopefully, the same attitudes of inves
tigation which characterize the program Itself will spill over into the 
reflection on these works. Second, this forum for formal argument sup
plements our oral questioning, allowing for greater rigor and more care
ful listening.

The venture can be successful only if there is wide-spread and varied 
participation by people within and around the Inroediate community of 
the College. This is not a "literary magazine" in the narrow sense of 
that term. It is a mirror held up to the college and should reflect 
all the colors that flash there, especially if they are unexpected and, 
perhaps, disconcerting.



DIALECTIC AND EXISTENCE IN PLATO

The intricate philosophy of Plato has a multitude of divergent 
thoughts within it, some of tjhich he spent most of his life attemp
ting to systematize into a coherent vrhole. But there are tV70 themes, 
those of dialogue and being, which constantly are found to have some 
unifying link, even in the most relentlessly abstract of his medita
tions. These two concepts are of special interest, not only in them
selves, but also in the light they shed on other aspects of Platonic 
thought. Dialogue is the very embodiment of Plato’s philosophy, and 
his concept of being is to be found consistently in his greatest works 
Both ideas gave Plato not only many a profound Insight in his philo
sophy , but also caused him to question the entire framework he had 
constructed over the years. It would be well, then, to chart these 
two concepts in all places where they are found, side by side, in 
a delicate balance v/ith each other.

Dialectic is a pov/erful tool in Plato’s hands, and yet it is 
not entirely self-sufficient. Socrates taught Plato the necessity 
of defining concepts; for if they had no stable boundaries, all dia
logue would ue useless. Plato took this one step further, stating 
that the forms are needed for the purpose of dialectic because

'if... a man refuses to admit that forms of 
things exist or to distinguish a definite 
form in every case, he will have nothing on 
which to fix his thought... and in doing so 
he will completely destroy the significance 
of all discourse.'"I

The form, because it is "that which always is and has no becoming"^ 
is the base from which dialogue has its true support. Otherwise, 
the topic under consideration tjould have no real existence, accord
ing to Plato, for the topic must either be a form or an object 
(abstract or concrete), and objects are dependents upon the forms for 
their existence.

'We may assume that words are akin to the matter 
which tliey describe; when they relate to the 
lasting and permanent and intelligible, they 
ought to be lasting and unalterable, and as far 
as their nature allows, irrefutable and in
vincible —nothing less.'3

It is important to remember that for Plato, dialogue is not an 
end in itself, but instead a method of approaching Intellection of 
the forms. As such, it is a philosophical instrument that is used 
to pursue being in its higher manifestations. It is not simply a 
constant questioning, but a consistent questioning to lead the par
ticipants up from opinion to knowledge. Tlius Plato conceived of 
dialectic as a method of reaching towards being, and thereby truth.
He saw the philosopher as one who is "alw'ays devoting himself through 
reason to the idea of being,and when describing the men who will 
later be the guardians in the Republic, he says that they will be



tested 'by the power of dialectic to see which of them is able to dis
regard the eyes and the other senses and go on to being itself.

The problem injmediately arises as to whether there are limita
tions in dialectic which would make it ineffective in aiming at cer
tain kinds of being. If there are, this throws suspicion upon the 
entire Platonic system which is based upon it, unless some procedure 
that eliminates this problem or problems can be brought into play.
It seems, at least on a casual reading, that Plato never had any 
doubts as to the efficacy of dialogue, or that if he did, he thought 
so little of them that he never bothered to include thera in his corpus 
of philosophical writings. But there are two major dialogues that di
rectly oppose this interpretationj the Parmenides and the Sophist. It 
can be gathered from these xjorks that Plato saw a problem in one aspect 
of dialectic, which was that of supplying adequate definitions for the 
more difficult concepts that it is concerned w»ith.

The Parmenides presents itself as one of the most unusual of all 
dialogues. Hot only is the style radical3-y different from that of any 
other Platonic work, but the subject natter itself bears little resem
blance to that of other dialogues. Yet despite the confusing appearan
ces, this dialogue is very much concerned with one thing: the x-jeaknes- 
ses of Socratic method. Parmenides quickly refutes each one of the 
explanations that Socrates gives about the nature of participation in 
the forms. And yet Parmenides is a believer in the doctrine of forms 
(as opposed to the historical Parmenides). Not only does he state 
that the forms are necessary for any philosophical discussion,^ but 
he says previously to this that 'Only a man of exceptional gifts 
will be able to see that a form, or essence just by itself, does exist 
in each case."*^ TIius, he is not attacking the belief in forms that 
Socrates has, but is instead attacking the method by vdiich it V7as 
reached as insufficient. Parmenides tells Socrates that his troubles 
have arisen because he is "undertaking to define 'beaufiful, ' *just;'
good, and otb.er particular forms, too soon,' before he has had a 

‘'preliminary training. "9

However, if this * training* is not dialectical reasoning, what 
is It? Parpienides says that it should be an exercise in ' the form 
that Zeno used in the treatise," l.e., antinomical reasoning.
Socrates is thereupon given an example of it in the second half of 
the dialogue by Parmenides himself. An enormous amount of material 
has been x-jritten about what exactly Plato's intentions were here, 
and there is still extensive debate over the meaning of the second 
half of the dialogue. Although it would be nearly impossible to 
make a categorical statement about it, it is probable that this 
section amounts to a rejection of the antinomical method of reasoning. 
The justification for this viewpoint is tlxat with such a system 
nothing is truly predicated of things, because opposing qualities 
are attributed to them. The result of such a reasoning process is 
a completely undifferentiated mass of contradictions, then, x^lth the 
amount of knowledge of it no'greater than at the beginning. It is 
doubtful that Plato would have made so much of Parmenides' argumen
tation appear so obviously sophistical in many parts if he did not 
aoubt the method. Aigaln, the antinomical system of reasoning is not



used in any of ihe other dialogues, but is peculiar to the Parmenides.
The ansx^er that Plato does accept to the problem is the method 

of diairesis as described in the Sophist. Diairesis is not a subs
titute for dialectic, but is instead an extension of it. ''The divi
sion of things by classes and the avoidance of the belief that the 
same class is another, or another the sane, belongs to the science of 
dialectic. The goal of this particular dialogue is to capture the 
Sophist by arriving at an adequate definition of him. The process of 
diairesis takes the concept to be defined and subsumes it under the 
highest possible category, i.e., the form of Xtyhich the concept is a 
particular. Starting from this point, each category is divided into 
two mutually exclusive sub-categories. This process is continued until 
the concept to be defined is again reached. As a result, the genea
logy of the concept has been formed, thus giving a workable definition 
of it. And the method is a successful one; the Sophist is revealed 
at the end of it. Moreover, the diairetical method is not merely 
mentioned in the one dialogue, never to be noticed again, but instead 
is mentioned in the Phaedrus, and used again in the Statesman, xv^ith 
great efficacy. (In fact, the xjhole oi 
an exercise in diairesis.) the Statesman could be called

i-he ciiairetical method is not metaphysically unfounded, for it 
has its ontological basis in the Platonic conception of being as genus 
(or class), as stated in the Sophist'The most important, surely, of 
the classes or genera are those xdiicli are just mentioned; being itself 
and rest and motion.(Being is the greatest of the three genera, 
because the existence of motion and rest are dependent upon it.) All 
things can thus be seen as species of this one genus or class, the 
thing that differentiates them being their distinguishing qualities, 
which makes them separate species. The man X7ho is capable of con
ducting diairesis ' discerns clearly one form ever37V7here extended 
throughout the many, where each one isapart, and many forms dif
ferent from one another, embraced from without by one forra.''^^ 
classes that are spoken of here are not some temporary abstrac
tion made by Plato on the spur of the moment but instead are the 
forms them.selves.

To classify diairesis as a form of dialectic, x^hile placing anti
nomical reasoning in an entirely separate category is not mere pedan
tic hairsplitting, but is instead a valid grouping according to the 
characteristics of each. Antinomical reasoning proceeds from tvro 
apparently valid statements until contradictions are found betxjeen 
themu It can be conducted on an individual level; indeed, the com
ments of a participant would more likely be a source of distraction 
than a source of inspiration. It may be objected at this point that 
Plato considered tliat ''thinking and discourse are the same thing, 
except that xjhat we call thinking is, precisely, the inward dialogue 
carried on by the mind V7lth itself.Ilox^ever, the type of dialogue 
here discussed is ’'that which flows from the mind through the lips,"15 
and not that w^jch is "carried on by the mind with itself without 
spoken sound.' Again, even if this point is conceded, it decides 
nothing ?.n favor of antinomical reasoning, which has as its es
sence the logical construction that it takes in discourse (hence the



name) and not discourse itself. A much more damaging accusation is 
one stating that despite Plato's testimony, diairesis is also es
sentially formal and is therefore not a part of dialogue. It must 
be remembered, however, that the purpose of dialectic is to direct 
the philosopher tovrard intellection of the forms, as has been said, 
and so the differentiation according to forms is not non-dialogue 
but instead dialogue carried to a higher degree. In fact, the only 
man who has _this mastery of dialectic is the pure and rightful lover of wisdom.'^'

Now that the process of dialogue has been briefly examined, the 
logical step is to consider the elements that constitute it and their 
relation to being. These, of course, are the words and phrases that 
are used in it. Philosophers with a linguistic bent never tire of 
belling us that many mistakes in reasoning —philosophical or other
wise—are caused by misuse of language. This all seems rather 
obvious now, but it was not always so, raising the question as to 
whether Plato was aware of this problem.

The answer to this question is a positive affirmation. Plato 
vjas concerned with the misuse of language in dialogue, and specifi
cally with words and phrases t<rhich expressed ontological concepts. 
Although almost any one of his major vjorks could be named at this 
point, the one that gives the most thorough treatment of this sub
ject is the Sophist. It is necessary to give this work a close 
Scrutiny before it can be stated with certainty what the views of 
Plato were on the subject of being and language.

The purpose of the Sophist is clear: its function is to discover 
who the Sophist is, which requires that he be differentiated from the 
true philosopher. This is difficult, because ’’The Sophist takes refuge 
in the darkness of not-being, where he is at home and has the knack of 
feeling his way, and it is the darkness of the place that makes him so 
hard to see.”18 But what is the nature of this 'hot-being,'' and why does 
it make him sucli an elusive character?

The darkness of not-being referred to by Plato is the confusion 
that can be occasioned by the phrase, '‘is not,'"’ and ones related to it, 
by certain types of people, the most prominent of these the Sophist.
He deceives by shov/iiig people imitations of reality, or, in other 
words, that which is not real. But It is impossible to accuse him 
merely on the basis that he is an image-maker, for

"when you offer him an an'iwer in such terms he will 
laugh at your words, as implying that he can see. 
he will profess to know nothing about mirrors or 
water or even eyesight, and will confine his ques
tion to 'what can be gathered front discourse.

The Sophist, hov7ever, has a refuge in discourse, by means of the fol
lowing argument: (1) false thinking is "thinking things that are not;"20 
(2> the^^terin'wliat is not' must not b'c applied to anything'that' 
exists; and (3) 'falsehoods exist in thoughts and in statements;"22



therefore (4) forcing his pursuers "to attribute what has being to what 
is not, after agreeing. . .that this was altogether impossible."23 
This presents an almost insurmountable difficulty to his opponents, 
which the remaining half of the dialogue struggles to solve.

The argument of the Sophist, at least on the surface, appears in
controvertible. As a result, Plato found

it necessary in self-defense to put to the question 
that pronouncement of father Parmenides, and estab
lish by main force that what is not, in some respects 
has being, and conversely that what is, in a way is 
not."24

This requires the Eleatic stranger and Theaetetus 'to take first things 
that are now supposed to be quite clear," and see whether there is not 
some confusion about them."25 i,niat is needed, then, is an examination 

of what reality and real being are.

The examination begins with a study of those philosphers who have 
given judgments as to the nature of reality, and in particular those 
who affirm that it is one or two things only. IJe learn from this 
section that Plato considers xrords as being purposive, l.e., that 
every name implies a corresponding subject. Ke says that "it is 
surely absurd. . .to admit the existence of tX\ro names, x^hen. . . 
there is no more than one thing."26 Again,

it is equally absurd to allow anyone (who states 
that reality is one) to assert that a name can have 
any existence. . .if we assume that the name is 
different from the thing, he is surely speaking of 
tx-7o things. kTiereas, if we assume that the name is 
the same as the thing, either he will have to say 
it is not the name of anything, or if he says it is 
the name of something, it will follow that the name 
is merely the name of a name and of nothing else
whatsoever .''27

Although one may take issue with his reasoning here, it is evident 
that he expressed concern over the usage of words and their implications.

After consideration and ultimate rejection of these doctrines of 
reality, two opposite vlex.7s are brought in to be exaiiined. One camp 
disagrees violently with those who believe of anything that is incor
poreal, affirming "that real existence belongs only to that x^hich can 
be handled and offers resistance to the touch.'28 This immediately 
precludes the possibility of the existence of such things as justice, 
injustice and so on. Plato rejects this viewpoint, because change oc
curs in taose xvho come to possess these intapgibles. From this he sug
gests that has real being can effect orter things or can Itself be af
fected. The other group, the friends of form, state that acting and 
being acted upon are Incompatible with real being. They are dismissed, 
in turn, because if things which change and change itself are denied 
real leing, all is changeless, thus making the act of knox^ledge, x-7hich



involves 
ledge is 
Therefore

change^ iirtpossible. Oppositely, if all things change, know- 
impossible, since 'That is true once will not be true always. 
, both being and becoming must have existence.

At this point, when-the hrgumentationtappears spectacularly un
productive, a discovery is made. Rest and KTotion directly oppose each 
other, and yet they both exist to the same extent. But to say they 
both exist is not to say that they are both at rest or both in motion. 
This implies that being is something other than either of them,, leading 
Plato to the conclusion that both m.otlon and rest participate in being; 
this, in turn, implies that some things are capable of being combined 
with one another, for if nothing combined with being, nothing other 
than being would exist. However, since rest and motion cannot partic
ipate in one another to the least extent, this reveals that not all 
things combine. Same and other are both differentiated in much the 
same manner.

l.hen what has been said is examined again by the Stranger and 
Theaetetus, however, som.ething entirely new appears. Motion is diff
erent from tne samet othenirlse all things in motion would be identical. 
And yet motion, like everything else, partakes of the same; if it did 
not, it would not be self-identical.

’’Motion, t'rien, is both the same and not the same; 
we must admit that without boggling at it. For 
when we say it is 'the same' and Inot- the same'

using the expression i^ the same sense; 
we call it 'the same' on account of its partici
pation in the same with reference to itself, but 
we call it 'not the same' because of its combination 
with difference, a ^ combination that separates it 
off from the same and makes it not the sam.e but 
different, so that we have the right to say this 
time that it is'not the same.'”29

Because the number of genera (existence, m.otion and rest, same and 
other) cannot be reduced, this leads to the conclusion that motion is 
different than existence.

This, then, is the very heart of the dialogue. If motion is diff
erent than existence, it is only a dissimiilarity in phrasing that 
prevents someone from saying that "motion really is a thing that is 
not (existence) and a thing that is, since it^partakes ofcbeing.

To put it in other words, to say that something ^ not another 
thing is not to deny the existence of the something mentioned. It 
can instead mean, as in this case,■thatbthat which is not .existence 
is not identical with existence — an entirely different case.

’Renee we shall be right to speak of them all (the 
genera) on the same principle as things that in 
this sense 'are not' and again, because thev par
take of existence, to say that they 'are' and call 
them things which have beinr.'ll



The primary obstacle to exposing the Sophist is the fact that we 
use ontological terminology to express qualitative differences, which 
gives him a screen of semantical obfuscation with which to hide him
self. It also occasions the philosopher some of his most thorny prob
lems in the realm of being and not-being. But some of the darkness 
has finally been pierced. It is a noble beginning, if nothing else. 
The question arises as to whether we can advance from this rather lim
ited exception.

The answer, of course, is that we can, but only if we perceive 
that "when we speak of 'that which is not,' it seems that we do not 
mean something contrary to what exists but only something that is 
different."32 v^hen it is said that something is not beautiful, it is 
simply anotiier x^ay of saying that the same thing is either plain or 
ugly. The phrase 'is not' signifies a difference from the quality 
immediately after it, and nothing else.

"The existence of the not-beautiful (i.e., the plain 
or ugly) is constituted by its being marked off from 
a single definite kind (or class) among existing 
things and again set in contrast with somethingthat exists."33

"The contrast is, if it be permissible to say so, 
as much a reality as existence itself; it does 
not mean what is contrary to 'existent,' but 
only what is different from that existent."34

It is necessary to interpret these passages in the linguistic 
sense, as above, for there are only two other apparently valid 
readings of it; (1) as an argument purely ontological in nature; or 
(2) one in which the phrase 'what is not' refers to a false concept.
But the first of these cannot be true, for it would make the central 
portion of the daalogue meaningless in relation to the first and 
last parts. Furthermore, there is a difference between that xjhich is 
not and the phrase 'that which is not,' just as there is a difference 
between Boston and the phrase 'Boston.' (For example, it is possible 
to say that Boston has one million inhabitants, but it is clearly im
possible to predicate the same qualities of 'Boston.') In other words, 
images of reality are not what is not, but what we express as being 
'what is not,' i.e., what is not actual. As for the second, 'that 
which is not' cannot be in reference to a concept, false or other
wise, for in this case, such statements as

"existence likewise 'is not' in as many respects as 
there are other things, for, not being those others, 
while it ^ its single self, it ^s not all that in
definite number of other things."35'

would make little, if any, sense. In these passages, moreover, the 
terms used, such as 'motion,' 'aarne,' and 'other,' must be read in all 
cases as fully existent classes, and not as products of philosophical 
abstraction.



Again, this is not the only dialogue in which Plato expressed con
cern with the usage of ontological or pseudo-ontological terminology, 
for in the Timaeus he stated that

"moreover, when we say that what has become is become 
and what becomes ^ becoming, and that whatlJill be
come is about to become and tiiat the nonexistent is 
nonexistent — all these are inaccurate modes of ex
pression. "3°

The Sophist is an attempt to clarify terminology on a grand scale, for 
it proceeds directly to the source of the greatest confiasion.

It is important to keep in mind, however, that Plato at no point 
desired to conduct any sort of linguistic reform which would change the 
philosophical meaning of words or phrases from their common everyday 
meaning, with only minor exceptions. This is attested to by the fact 
that in the Sophist itself, which would come closer to this than any 
other dialogue, he rejects the notion, or at least does so implicitly. 
He criticizes those who allow only identical predication, i..e., who use 
the predicative copula in the strictest possible sense and claim that 
something 'is' nothing otlier than itself.

Anyone can take a hand at tiie game and at once ob
ject that many things cannot be one, nor one thing 
many; indeed, they delight in forbidding us to 
spealc of a man as ’good' — we must only speak of 
good as good, and of the man as man."37

Plato wished for his philosophy to be exact, but he also strove to keep 
it free of useless jargon.

In summation, it is appropriate to say that although it is not ne
cessary to accept all — or even only part of — Platonic philosophy as 
completely true, it is necessary to recognize in this man one of the 
greatest philosophers of all tivae. His primary efforts to clear the 
cloud of confusion from philosophical thought stand as a permanent 
landmark to all who travel that road.

James Hamilton '
class of 1974 ' ' *•
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CONSTHUCTABLE liAGNITUDES

We have two pieces of equipment, a ruler and a compass; this 
equipment allows us to bring forth new magnitudes from given ones.
We will say that a magnitude CD is constructable from AB, if CD can 
be constructed by a finite number of applications of the ruler and 
compass. Our hope, of course, is that all conceivable magnitudes 
could be constructed from any given magnitude. Failing that, we 
should at least be able to do the obvious ones that present them
selves . Here are some examples:

1. Let A3 be the diameter of a circle. Problem: to con*4~ 
Struct' CQ,' thei'mgghitiide.'.bfthe ■perimeter.

2. Let AB be the side of a given cvibe. Problem: to con^- 
Struct CD,the.:side of a-'cube doubie ■.ithev'voiumei-of';the;‘.given-;'cube.

3. Let A3 be the diameter of a circle. Problem: to conw 
struct -CD, cthe sidevof' the regiiilar septagon .inscribed, in .the Circle.

4. Problem: to trisect the angle of an equilateral triangle.

The last problem does not at first sight appear to be about
constructable magnitudes. But, in fact, this problem is equivalent 
to: Given a right triangle with a 60“ angle, hyp. H, and side adj.,
AB. To construct a right triangle Mth a 20“ angle, hyp. H, and
side adj., CD. In this way, the problem reduces to one of construc
ting CD from AB.

In as mucii as constructability grants a ’right-to-be' for 
certain magnitudes, we could ask, on what grounds can we presume 
the existence of a certain thing as a magnitude without finally 
exhibiting a construction? For example, what allows me to say 
that the perimeter of a circle has magnitude? Of course, I allow 
myself, but does this allowance come within the province of the 
Elements? Is it perhaps a sign of an intrusion from without, some
thing that is unsaid, but grants the ’right-to-be’ for mathematical 
entities on an entirely different basis than constructability?

Do I now say to myself that the perimeter of a circle has 
magnitude, because I cannot conceive of it othem/ise? Hera, I may 
be thinking of rolling wheels, or wrapping strings around circles, 
etc. Unfortunately, all I have is a ruler and compass, and within 
the stillness of the geometrical forms that appear in the Elements, 
there is no motion. Here, it would appear that my mind has carried 
me beyond the established mode whereby magnitudes come to be. In as 
much as the idea that the perimeter of a circle has magnitude seizes 
me firmly, I proceed and do vrhat I can, but with the persistent hope 
that one day, I will be able to construct the magnitude of the peri
meter from the diameterl As hundreds of years elapse, with no solu
tion, I may seek grounds for the existence of certain magnitudes in 
other ways. For example, I see that my assumption does not lead to



contradictions. This may, in time, teiiq>t me to equate existence and 
thereby even n^anlng with consistency.

In any case. If there are 'missing’ magnitudes, that is to say, 
non-constructable magnitudes, how do we talk about them? Of course 
these 'missing* magnitudes are treated within the purview of V,5, but 
always in a veiled manner —proofs take the form ’Assume the contrary, 
then...* Within the framework of the Elements, we cannot grapp the 
essence of these ruler and compass constructions —the frame is not \ 
large enough to allow us to see what can be done and what cannot be. | 
do^e.

K
i Gaining the vantage-point of number, however, we will have an 

ov^irview of the whole. We now ask, if A3 is of length one, what are 
the possible leng;ths that constructable magnitudes from AB can be? 
Because of the fulness of the real number continuum, by virtue of its continuity, we have ample space to find all conceiv^le magnitudes.

We require an arithmetic formulation of ruler and compass con
structions. We again en^Jhasize that a construction is an orderly way 
in which a mag^iitude can come to be. The mere marking off of two 
arbitrary points on a line, or the point given by the intersection of 
two arbitrary lines are not, in themselves, constructions, A construc
tion is a progression from the known to something that is now known by 
virtue of the construction. Arithmetically, a magnitude is known if 
its length is known. So, our problem is to determine what lengths pro
ceed from 1 by ruler and compass. :

Looking at the beginning of Descartes's Analytic Geometry, we 
make two observations;

1. If a, b, are given magnitudes, then a+b, a*b, and a/b, b$40, 
are all constructable. (We call a+b, a*b, emd a/b rational conblnatlons 
of a and b.)

2. Any construction Involving finding magnitudes cut off by two 
circles or a circle and a line is equivalent to finding that the length 
of the magnitude satisfies a quadratic equation: f

(*) x2 + ax + b = 0

whete a, b are ail rational combinations of the given lengths (e.g., 
radius of the circle, distance of the center to the line, etc.)

As a consequence of one, all rational numbers p/q, p and q inte
gers, are constructable. But two allows us to move beyond, for example 
to the 42*.

Our view, then, of a ruler and compass construction comes down to 
this: From known lengths, construction yields lengths only from a fi
nite sequence of steps involving rational combinations and solving 
quadratic equations whose coefficients are such rational con4>inations,

-.j!



We should see this as a series of layers, the first one being the 
non—negative rational numbers, the next all rational combinations of 
the non-negative solutions of equations like (*), where a, b are non
negative rational numbers, the next... and so forth. We should see 
that each layer contains the preceding layer;

In as much as the motion from one layer to the next moves .*q.ua— 
dratically’, that is to say, by twos, we may already suspect that 
has been left behind, whereas*:^ is certainly in the third layer. The 
fourth root of two satisfies the equation

x4 - 2 = 0, ..’a
nxand x'i - 2 has an interesting property: it cannot be factored into 

a product of polynomials of lower degree with rational coefficients.
(For example, x2~l - (x-1) (x+1) , but x2-2 » is not so
factored because is not rational.)

Now any polynomial which cannot be factored into polynomials with 
rational coefficients, (e.g., x2 - 2, x2 + 1, or x^ - 2) we call irre- 
ducible over the rationale.

So, we could prove that the numbers in the second layer, but not 
in the first, satisfy irreducible polynomials of the second degree 
(we call them quadratic equations). The numbers in the third layer 
but not in the second satisfy irreducible polynomials of the 4th degree.

In general, this theorem holds, whose plausibility we have, perhaps, 
suggested by the above:

Theorem; Any number constructable from 1 is a root of an irreduc
ible polynomial with rational numbers as coefficients of degree 2^, 
where n=0, 1, 2, etc.

Llndemann (1882) proved that u cannot be the solution of any poly
nomial with rational coefficients. Hence, we can never construct the 
number corresponding to the length of the perimeter of a circle.

For problem 2, all we need show is that x3-2 is irreducible. For, 
if it were, it would factor like this;

(x - a) (x2 + bx + c) « x3 - 2
where a, b, c are all rational. That is, a must be a root. If we put 
a=’p/q. we get



p3 _ 2q3 a 0.
Now, if we assurae that 2 does not divide both p and q, we should surely 
arrive at a contradiction. That being the case, x3-2 is irreducible 
and sois not construetabla.

Taking the circle with radius 1, if I can construct cos 2Tt/7, then 
I can construct the side of the; regular aepta^gon.

But 2cos 2ii/7 satisfies x3 + x2 - 2x - 1 = 0 which can be shown to be 
irreduciole over the rationals. i-Je should note in passing that in 
general cos 2it /n (we could use this to construct the side for the reg
ular n-gon) is a solution of an n-1 degree polynomial, sometimes irre
ducible, sometimes not. In any case, to be constructafale demands that 
n-1 should be some power of 2. And, it is another result that if n is 
prime (that is having no divisors except 1 and itself) then indeed, this 
polynomial is irreducible. In consequence of this, the 17 sided poly
gon is constructable.

As for the last problem, it too falls to the same fate. For if 
the >6P?.vangie-ican;.be • trisectady j.then cos -20f ;:is construe£able..ii:;.Bat','■ 
ih.'aspmuch as cos 3a.?=.4cosb3a.- 3cos a.aqd recalling-eos<.60® = 1/2^ 
yelh^ve L; co j;.

8(cos 20®)3 - 6(cos 20®) -1=0.

However, it again can be shotTO that 8x3—Gx—l is irreducible over the 
rationals, and so cos 20® cannot be constructable.

Anyone interested in a more detailed analysis of the Euclidean 
construction as well as a proof of the above-mentioned theorem, is 
referred to Courant and Robbins, What is Mathematics? The details in
volve only simple algebraic manipulations which, perhaps with some ef
fort, are accessible to us all.

Tnomas Harris 
Tutor



THE IMAGE, from EL ARCO Y LA LIHA

translated from the Spanish 
of Octavio Paz

The word "image", as any other v;ord, has diverse meanings'^ We'may 
speak, for instance, of an "image" of Apollo or of the Virgin, referring 
to a statue. We may call an "image" a real or unreal figure evoked or 
produced by means of the imagination ("images" are in this sense imagi— 
nary products, and the meaning under consideration carries in itself a 
psychological import.) Ttiese are not the only possible meanings of the 
word "image", nor the ones which demand our immediate attention. There
fore it seems convenient to explain that we shall refer to all verbal 
forms as images, and to all phrases or groups of phrases used by the 
poet, and which united form a poem^. Such verbal expressions have been 
classified by the art of Rhetoric and have been given such names as com
parisons, similes, metaphors, word-games, paronomasias, s)nnbols, allego
ries, myths, fables, and so‘..forth.

In spite of their differences, there is common to all images a 
preservation both of their syntactical unity and of the plurality of 
meanings of the words that compose them. Any image, or any poem made 
up of images, encompasses or reconciles many contrary or unlike meanings 
without suppressing any of tnem. St. John of the Cross, for instance, 
spealcs of "silent music", thereby creating a phrase in which two terms 
are allied which previously were apparently irreconcilable. In this 
sense also is a tragic hero an image. Antigone, for example, is tom 
apart by divine mercy and human laws. The wrath of Achilles is not a 
simple matter either, but many diverse, even contrary facets, are bound 
up in it: love of Patroclos and mercy toward Priam; fascination before 
a glorious death and desire for a long life. Vigil and sleep are inter
woven in Segismund in an indissoluble and mysterious manner. Oedipus 
becomes an image of Freedom and Fate. The image symbolizes, figures, 
the human condition.

Any image —be it epic, dramatic of" lyric, condensed in one phrase 
or unfolded through a tiiousand pages— brings together, if not actually 
joins, opposite or at least neutral realities which were at first distant 
from each other. In other words, the image subsumes the plurality of 
reality under a unity of some kind. It may be argued that concepts and 
scientific laws try to achieve the same effect: Through one rational 
reduction, several individual objects —light feathers and heavy stones, 
for instance— become a Homogeneous unit. It is not without justified 
surprise that cnildren discover at some time that one kilogram of stones 
weighs as much as one kilogram of feathers. A realization has taken 
place that stones and feathers have at this point abandoned their o\m 
manners of existence and that, by a sleight of hand, as it were, they

iRoberto Vemengo proposes the expression "poetic mention", in or
der to avoid confusions.



have lost their autonomy and their individuality. The vmifying operation 
of science has mutilated and impoverished them. This is not the case with 
poetry, however. The poet names things (these are feathers, those are 
stones) and then asserts their identity; Stones are feathers; this is 
that. The elements making up the image do not lose their concreteness and 
singularity. Stones remain stones (rough, coarse, hard, impenetrable, 
yellow witn sun or green with moss), heavy stones. Feathers meanwhile go 
on being light feathers. Our particular image ("stones are feathers") is 
scandalous because, by declaring the identity of the heavy and the light, 
it defies the logical principle of contradiction, thereby striving against 
the foimdations of our thinking. Some say that because of this the poetic 
reality of the image cannot aspire to the Truth. A poem does not say that 
which is, they assert, but that which might be. Its realm is not that of 
Being, but that of the "impossible probability" of Aristotle. In spite of 
this adverse sentence, however, poets still affirm that the image reveals 
what i^ and not merely what miglit be. ifaat is more, they assure us that 
the image recreates Being.

In their desire to restore to the image its philosophical dignity, 
some do not stop at seeking refuge in dialectics. Indeed, many images can 
be adjusted to the three instances of the dialectical process: the stone 
is one moment in reality, the feather is another; out of their collision 
emerges the image, which is a new reality. It is not necessary to resort 
to an in^ossible enumeration, however, to understand that not all images 

this description. Sometimes the first term devours the second term.
At otner times the second term neutralizes tne first, or the third term 
may not be produced and the two elements then appear face to face, irre
ducible, hostile to each other. Humorous images generally belong in this 
latter class: the contradiction only helps to point out the Irreparably 
absurd character of reality or of language. In sum, even though many 
images unfold according to the Hegelian order, the case will almost always 
be one of resemblance in the process, rather than of true identity. In 
the dialectical process stones and feathers disappear to favor a third 
reality, which has stopped being either, in order to become something else 
But in some images, the highest, to be precise, "stones" and "feathers" 
remain in their own respective states, this is this and that is that; yet, 
at the same time, each element is also tne other. Stones are featners, 
without ever ceasing to be stones; the heavy is the light. A qualitative 
transmutation does not take place as is required by Hegelian logic, just 
as there is not a scientific quantitative reduction. So that the image 
also constitutes a scandal and a challenge tor dialectics; here, too, the 
image violates the laws of thought.

The'reason for this insufficiency —for it is an insufficiency not 
to be able to explain something that confronts us, and which is as real as 
the rest of the so-called "reality"— is perhaps that dialectics is an ef
fort to save logical principles (especially the principle of contradic
tion), which are being more and more threatened by their obvious incapaci
ty to digest the contradictory character of reality. Yet even in this at
tempt the thesis is not given simultaneously with the antithesis, and both
disappear to give way to a new affirmation that, by engulfing them, trans
mutes them. The principle of contradiction still governs each of the
three instances; the affirmation and the negation are never given as si—



otultaneous realities, since that would necessitate the suppression of the 
selfsame Idea of process. By leaving the principle of contradiction In
tact, dialectics condemns the Image, which In Its nature transcends this 
principle.

Logic, like all the remaining sciences, has not stopped from ques
tioning Its own foundations. If I am not mistaken, such Is the sense of 
Russell’s paradoxes and. In the opposite extreme, of Husserl’s Investiga
tions. Therefore, new logical systems have come to be. Some poets have 
shorn Interest toward the Inquiries of S. Lupasco, who proposes to develop 
series of propositions founded on what he calls the "principle of comple
mentary contradiction". Lupasco leaves contraries untouched, yet under
lines their Interdependence. Each term can be actualized In Its contrary, 
upon which It depends In a reciprocal ratio. A exists In a function con
trary to every alteration of A produces a consequent modification. In 
^ inverse manner, on ^ Negation and affirmation, stones and feathers, 
this and that, are given simultaneously, and In a function complementary 
to their opposites. The principle of complementary contradiction does not 
absolve all Images, however, and the same may be predicated of other log
ical systems.

Now, the poem not only proclaims the dynamic and necessairy coexis
tence of opposites, but also their final identity. Yet although this re
conciliation does not produce a reduction or a change In the singular 
character of each term, it has nevertheless become a wall which liiestexn 
thought has so far refused to cross in any way. Ever since Parmenides 
this our world has been one of sharp, neat distinctions between what is 
and what is not. Being is not Nonbeing. This first uprooting of Being 
from primal chaos constitutes the fundamentals of our thought. It was 
on this conception that we built our structure of "clear and distinct 
Ideas , which on the one hand has made possible the history of the West, 
but on the other has banned, as it were, any attempt at holding Being 
through ways other than those selfsame principles. Thus mysticism and 
poetry have carried on a subsidiary, clandestine, diminished life. The 
rending nas been unspeakable and uninterrupted, while its consequences 
become each day more evident and terrifying; Man is an outcast from the 
cosmic flux and from himself. For it cannot be denied that Western meta
physics has come finally to solipsism.

In order to break through this, Hegel went all the way back to Her
aclitus, but his attempt did not give us back our health. The rock-crys
tal castle of dialectics revealed itself to be in the end nothing but a 
labyrinth of mirrors. Husserl restated the problems and proclaimed the 
necessity to "return to the facts", yet Husserl's brand of idealism 
seemed also to become a type of solipsism. Heidegger regressed to the 
P^®“Socratics and asked himself Parmenides' question, in order to find 
an answer that did not bring Being to a standstill. We do not as yet 
know the last from Heidegger, but we do know that his attempt at finding

2stephane Lupasco, Le Principe d’Antaaonisme 
I’Energle. Paris, 1951. ' ——s------- et la Loglque de



Being in Existence was unsuccessful. Nowadays, as some of his last writ
ings show, he seems to have turned ais attention to poetry. Wliatever the 
outcome of his undertaking may be, one thing remains certain: from this 
point, the history of the West may be seen as the history of an error and 
a loss, in the twofold sense of the word; we have lost ourselves by los
ing ourselves in the world. We need a new beginning.

The thought of the Orient has not suffered from our horror to that 
which simultaneously is and is not. The West is a world of "either or"; 
the East advocates "both either and or", and even "either is or". The 
most ancient of Upanishads affirms without reticence the principle of 
identity of contraries: "You are a woman. You are a man. You are the 
boy as \<rell as the maiden. You, like an old man, find isupport on, a cane.. 
You are the dark blue bird and the green one v7ith the red eyes... You 
are the seasons and the seas."3 All of these assertions are condensed in 
the Upanishad Chaadogya by means of the well-known formula: "You are 
that . The history of Oriental thought departs from this ancient affir
mation, just as the history of Western thought develops from that of Par
menides .

Trie reconciliation of contraries is the constant theme of specula
tion for the great Buddaist philosophers and for the exegetes of Hinduism. 
Taoism shows the same tendencies. All of these doctrines restate that the 
opposition between "this" and "that" is both relative and necessary, but 
that there is one instant in which tae enmity ceases between the terms 
which once seemed to be mutually exclusive.

In a manner that could well be taicen as an anticipatory commentary 
to some of our contemporary speculations, Chuangtse explains thus the 
functional and relative character of opposites; "There is nothing that is 
not a this; there is nothing that is not a that. Such is the doctrine of 
the interdependence of the this-and the that. Life is life facing Death, 
and viceversa. Affirmation is affirmation facing Negation, and viceversa. 
Therefore, if one were to seek support in the this, one should have to 
i^sgste the that. But the tills possesses its own affirmation and its own 
negation and it also engenders its own this and that. Therefore, a true 
sage rejects the this and the that and seeks refuge in Tao..." There is 
ail instant in which this and that, stones and feathers, are fused into one. 
That instant is neither before nor after, neither in the beginning nor in 
the end of time. It is not a natal or prenatal paradise nor is it an 
ultraterrestrial heaven. It exists not in the realm of succession, which 
is precisely that of relative opposites, but in each moment; the instant 
of unification each moment. It is time engendering itself, flowing 
from itself, opening itself to an end that is a stream, a spring, a con
stant beginning. There, in the bosom of existence —or, better yet, of

3svetasvatara Upanishad. The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, trans— 
lated from the Sanskrit by R. S. Hmae^ Oxford University Press, 1951.



the "existing oneself-doing-the-existing"*—, stones and feathers, light 
and heavy, being bom and being dead, being-oneself-as-being**, are all 
One.

Tnis wisdom that the Orient proposes is not transferable by means 
of foraulas or reasonings. Truth becomes an experience which each indi
vidual must attempt at nis own risk. The doctrine only shows us the way, 
but no one can do the walking for us. Hence the importance of the tech
niques of meditation. The apprenticeship does not consist in an accumu
lation of knowledge, but in the fine tuning of the body and of the sovil. 
ileditation teaches us nothing, but oblivion to all teachings and the re
nunciation of all knowledge. After these trials we know less, but we 
feel lighter and more capable to tales up the road and confront the ver
tiginous and empty look of Truth. For the immobility of Truth is ver
tiginous, and its fullness is empty. Many centuries before Hegel's dis
covery of the final equality of absolute nothingness and the plenitude 
of Being, the Upanishad had defined the states of emptiness as moments 
of comraunion w^ith Being; "The highest state is readied when the five 
instruments of knowledge remain quiet and all together in the mind and 
the mind itself does not move."4 Thinking is breathing. We must hold 
our breaths, we must stop the circulation of the ideas: we must make a 
vacuum for the blossoming of Being. Thinking is breathing because 
thought and life do not belong in separate universes but are connected 
vessels: this is that. Man's oldest belief is the final identity be
tween Himself, the v7orld, consciousness, Being, and Existence, and this 
is the root of science and religion, of magic and poetry. All of Man’s 
attempts are directed toward rediscovering the old road, the long-for
gotten way of communication Between the different worlds. Han's search 
is in order to reassert, or to verify', t<iat universal correspondence of 
contraries, which in itself is but a reflection of their original iden
tity.

Carried by this principle, the tantric systems conceive the body 
to be a metaphor or image of the cosmos, Man's centers of sensibility 
become thus knots of energy, confluences of blood, nerve and stellar 
streams. Every position of lovemaking is the sign of a zodiac that is 
ruled by the threefold rythm of Sap, Blood and Light. Tne temple at 
Konarak is covered by a daliring jungle of these embracing bodies: 
These selfsame bodies are also suns that rise from their firebeds, as 
well as copulating stars. The stones buim and the loving substances 
intertwine, Alcheniic weddings differ little from their human counter
parts. Po-Chu~I says in an autobiographical poem:

In the middle of the nigiit I stole a furtive glance;
The two Ingredients were in affable embrace;
Their attitude was most unexpected,
They were locked together in the posture of man and wife.
Intertwined as dragons, coil with coil.5

*Sp. "existiendose" **Sp "serse"4lbid.
SArthur Waley, Tne Life and Times of Po-Chu-I. London, 1949.



For the Oriental tradition. Truth is a personal experience. In 
sensu stricto, therefore, it is incommunicable. Each person must begin 
and remake for ijiraself the process of Truth. No one, except he who 
takes up the adventure, can ever know whether he has actiieved fulfillment 
and identity with Being. Knowledge is Ineffable. Sometimes this "being 
in knowledge" is expressed by a laugh, a smile or a paradox. On the other 
hand, a smile may also be an indication that the adept has found nothing. 
All knowledge is in that case reduced to a knowledge about the impossi
bility of knowing. Oriental texts take pleasure, it seems, in this kind 
of ambiguities. The doctrine is resolved in silence. Tao is undefinable 
and unnameable: "The Tao that can be named is not the absolute Tao; 
names that can be pronounced are not absolute Names." Chuangtse affirms 
that language, by nature, cannot express the absolute. His difficulty 
is not different from that revealed by the creators of symbolic logic.
"Tao cannot be defined... He who knows speaks not. He who speaks does 
not know. Ttierefore, the Sage preaches the doctrine without words."
Such a condemnation of words arises from the inability of language to 
transcend the world of relative, interdependent opposites, of the this 
in function of the that. "When people speak of apprehending the Truth, 
they think of books. But books are made of words. Words, of course, 
have a value. The value of words resides in the sense which they hide. 
Well, now, this sense is but an effort to reach something that cannot 
properly be reached through words."6 in fact, sense points, signals, 
beings, but never reaches them. Beings are oeyond words.

Yet in spite of his criticism of language, Chuangtse did not re
nounce the use of words. Zen buddhism is in the same position: this 
doctrine resolves Itself in paradoxes and in silence. Yet at the same 
time it has produced two of the highest verbal creations of Man, the NO 
theater and the hai-ku of Bassho, What is the significance of this con— 
tradlctlm? Chuangtse asserts that the Sage "preaches the doctrine 
without words." Taoism, however, as opposed to Christianity, does not 
accept "good" or "bad" deeds; it simply does not take "deeds" into ac
count, That "preaching without words", referred to by the Chinese phi
losopher is not a preaching through actions, but through a language that 
must be more than language: a way of speaking that may express the inef
fable.

Although Chuangtse never had in mind the idea of poetry as a lan
guage capable of transcending the sense of the this and the that and of 
saying the linspeakable, yet his reasoning cannot be separated from his 
imagery, from his word-games and from his usage of other poetic devices. 
Poetry and thought are intertwined in Chuangtse to the point that they 
form a new, unusual material. The same thing must be said of the other 
doctrines. It is through images that Taoist, Hindu and Buddhist thoughts 
become comprehensible. Whenever Chuangtse restates.that the experience 
of Yho Implies a return to a sort of elemental or original consciousness, 
where the relative meanings of language are inefficient, he himself is 
making use of a word-game that he makes into a poetic riddle. He says 
that this experience of a return to our original state is like "entering

6Arthur Waley, ^e Way and Its Power, A Study of the Tao Te Ching 
and Its Place in the Chinese Thought^ London, 1949.



the cage without making the birds sing." "Fan" means both cage and re
turn; ming" is both song and natnes,'^ ^ Thus, the poetic phrase also means 
"returning to where names are unnecessary", returning to silence, to the 
realm of the evident. vJIiich could also be seen as a return to that state 
where names and things fuse into one: a return to Poetry, where to name' 
is to be. The image says that v/hich otheris'ise cannot be meaningfully 
spoken: light feathers are heavy stones. Let us then go back to lan
guage in order to see how is it possible for the image to say that which 
language is by nature incapable of stating.

Language is meaning; It is the sense of this or of that. Feathers 
are light; stones are heavy. But the light is light in relation to the 
heavy, just as the dark is dark along the luminous, and so on. All sys
tems of conmunication have their seat in the world of references and of 
relative meanings. Because of this they constitute groups of signs en— 
joying a certain^amount of mobility. In the case of our number system, 
for instance, a cero to the left side of a figure has not the same 
^aning as a cero to tae right side of the same figure. The meaning of 
Cero is modified according to its position. The case is the same with 
language, except for that its ranges of mobility are much larger than 
those of other systems of signification and communication. Every word 
possesses several meanings which are more or less connected to each other. 
These meanings are ordered and deterrained according to the place that 
the word may occupy in the sentence. The words that make up the state
ment —and their diverse meanings— acquire at this point the new sense 
of the sentence. z\ny other sigi*ificance there may be either disappears 
or is attenuate^. In other words: Language is in'itself an infinite 
number of possibilities for meanlag. Upon actualizing itself in a state
ment, that is, upon truly becoaiing language, that possibility becomes 
fixed in a unique direction. In prose, that.unity is obtained through 
sense, which may be compared to cui arrow forcing all the words in the 
sentence to point toward one same object or direction. The image, how- 
®ver, is the one statement where the plurality of meanings of its words 
remains intact. The image gathers all the values of words, primary and 
secondary alike, and exalts tnem. dow is it possible for the image to 
resist the tension of so many different or opposite forces, without be-, 
coming a mare nonsense? '

Many propositions, which are correct from the standpoint of gram
matical and logical -syntax, are yet resolved in contradictions. Other , 
propositions become nonsense, as Garcia Bacca exemplifies in his Intro-r, „ ; 
duction to liodem Logic; "the number two is two stones." The image, 
ho'oever, is neitner a contradiction nor a nonsense. So that the unity 
of the image must consist of something more than the merely formal, 
grammatical unity which is given to contradictions or, in general, to 
all those propositions without meaning or that simply foirm incoherent 
wholes. What, then, is the unity of the image, since there are such 
various and disparate meanings struggling within it?

: .-O lUih i.i7 Ibid



Tlie images the poet uses may be meaningfully viewed from different 
angles. First of all, they are authentic. The poet has seen or heard 
them; tney are the genuine expression of his vision and of his experience 
of the world. This is a truth of a psychic order, which evidently has 
no bearing on our present considerations. Secondly, the poet's images 
become .objective realities with a validity of their own; they are works 
of art. A landscape as described by Gongora is not identical with a nat- 
ural landscape, yet both possess actuality and consistency, even though 
they reside in different spheres of existence. They are two parallel and 
autonomous realities. So that the poet does more than say a truth: he 
creates realities that have in themselves the truth of their own exis
tence. Poetic images posses a logic proper to them only, and no one be
comes offended when a poet asserts that water is glass, or that "the pi- 
ru is cousin to the willow" (Carlos Pellicer). Still, this aesthetic 
trutii has value only within its own universe. Finally, hov/ever, the 
poet affirms that his images tell us something about our world and about 
ourselves, and that this something, although seemiiigly absurd, truly re
veals to us what we are. Does this pretension of imagers possesh.. any .ob
jective foundations? How can the apparent cohtradichmoneor ;nohsense, of 
the ..poetic phrase contain any sense?

Any perceived object appears to us as a plurality of qualities, of 
sensations and of meanings. This plurality is instantaneously unified 
in the moment of the perception, and the unifying element of all that 
contradictory conglomerate of qualities and forms is its ultimate mean- 
ing, its sense. Things possess sense. Evan in the case of the simplest, 
most casual or distracted perception a certain intentionality is pre
sent, as has been demonstrated by phenomenological analyses. Thus, 
sense is the foundation not only of language, but also of any grasping 
of reality. Our experience of the plurality and ambiguity of the real 
seems to be redeemed in its sense.

The poetic image, just liice any ordinary perception, reproduces the 
plurality of reality while at the same time gives it unity. Until now 
the poet has not done anything that is not contmon to the rest of Mankind. 
Let us then see what is the unifying work of the image, so as to differ
entiate it from all other forms of expression of reality.

All of our versions of the real ——syllogisms, descriptions, scien
tific formulas, commentaries of a practical nature, etc.-- do not re
create that which they mean to express; they simply represent it or de
scribe it. If we see a chair, for instance, we perceive at once its co
lor, its form, the materials out of which it has been made, etc. The 
apprehension of all these different facts does not impede the signifi
cance of the chair from being given to ijs at the same time: the chair 
is a piece of furniture, an utensil. Yet if we wish to describe our 
perception of the chair, we will have to go about it with care and by 
parts; first its form, then its color and so on to its meaning. Through 
the course of the descriptive process the totality of the object has 
slowly become lost: at first the chair was only its form, later on it 
became a certain type of wood and finally only an abstract meaning: the 
chair is an object on which we sit. On the other hand, in a poem the 
chair becomes an instantaneous, total presence, striking our attention 
like a blow. A poet does not describe the chair; he places it before us.



as it were. For in the poem, just as in the moment of the perception, 
the chair is given with all of its diverse, contrary qualities, crowned 
by its meaning. In this manner the image reproduces the moment of the 
perception and constrains the reader to evoke within himself the object 
once perceived. The verse, the rythmic phrase, evokes, resuscitates, 
awakens, recreates, or, as 'iachado said, it does not represent, but 
rather presents. It brings to life once more our experiences of the re
al. It seems pointless to say that these resurrections are not only 
those of our daily commonplace experiences, but of our more obscure and 
remote life as well. The poem makes us remember that which we really 
are, yet have forgotten.

Tne chair is many things at once: It is to sit on, but it can 
also have other tises. The same occurs with words. Immediately upon 
reconquering their plenitude, words also recover their lost meanings and 
values. Thus the ambiguity of images is not too different from that of 
reality as we apprehend it in the moment of the perception, for reality 
is immediate, contradictory, plural, and yet owning a most deep-hidden 
sense. It is through the image that the immediate reconciliation takes 
place between name and object, between representation and reality. Be
cause of thj.s, the agreement between the subject and its object happens 
with certain fulfillment. That agreement, however, is only possible be
cause the poet uses language and because in the image language recovers 
its primal wealth. Yet this return of words to their original nature 

that is, to their plurality of meanings— is but the first step in the 
poetic operation. We have not yet v/holly grasped the sense of the poetic 
image.

Any phrase can be referred to another phrase, that is, it is ex
plainable through another phrase; due to the mobility of signs, words 
can be explained by means of other words. Whenever we encounter an obs
cure sentence we explain; "what is meant to be said by these words is 

that." To say "this" or "that", moreover, we make use of yet 
more words. For any statement means to say something which may be said 
by means of another statement. Consequently, its sense or significance 
is essentially a "meaning to say", that is, a saying which can be expres
sed soL^ other way. On the other hand, the sense of the image is the 
i^ge itself; it cannot be expressed in any other manner. The image ex- 
plains itself. Nothing except it itself can say what ^ says. Thp imay 
and its sense are one fact, and a poem has no more senses than it has 
images. Upon seeing tiie chair, we immediately apprehend its sense, and 
sit dawn without using words. A similar thing occurs with the poem, for 
it does not point us toward a thing other than itself, as prose does, 
but presents us v/ith its own concrete reality. For example, when a poet 
says, while describing the x^ords of the beloved, that "her lips disdain
fully pronounced resounding ice", he does not symbollize whiteness or 
pride. Rather he confronts us with a fact without demonstrating it; 
teeth, words, ice, lips, all disparate realities, are at once presented 
to our understanding. Goya does not describe the horrors of the war. He 
offers us the image of war in its own right. Commentaries, references 
and explanations are completely unnecessary. Similarly the poet does 
not mean to say; he says, and his media are phrases and sentences. The 
image, however, is not a medium. It is self-sustaining; it itself is 
its oim sense, tieaning begins and ends in it. The sense of the poem



is the poem itself. Images cannot be reduced to explanations or inter- 
pretaiions. So that words, which began by recovering their original am
biguity, have just suffered another, baffling, more radical transforma
tion. Let us examine now the nature of this transformation.

Words are marked by two attributes, whicii are derived from the sig
nifying nature of language. Tliese aftributes are, 1) their mobility or 
interchangeability, and 2) that by virtue of their mobility, words can 
be explained by means of other words. So that we can say in many different 
manners the most simple ideas, or change if we so wished the words in a 
text or in a statement without gravely altering its sense, or use a sen
tence to explain another. None of this is possible with the image, how
ever. There arc many ways to state things in prose; there is only one 
way in poetry. It does not amvaouiit to the same to say, for instance,
"out of sheer nakedness does the star shine", and "the star shines be
cause it is naked". The sense of the image has been degraded in the sec
ond version; from being an affirmation it has become a lowly explanation; 
the poetic current has suffered a lowering of tension. The image, then, 
makes words lose their mobility and interchangeability. Words suddenly 
cease lending themselves to substitution; they become irrevocable. In 
the image, words stop being instruments; language is not an utensil any 
more. That return of language to its primal nature, and which seemed to 
be the final goal of the image, is then but the preliminary step toward 
this new, even more radical operation: hTien language is touched by po
etry, it ceases to be laiiguage, that is, it ceases to be a group of mobile 
and signifying signs. The poem, then, transcends language. What I said 
in one of tue first essays of this series is now made clear; The poem 
is language that has not been submitted to the mutilations of prose and 
conversation, but the poem is also something more tlian language. That 
"something more", however, cannot be explained in language, even though 
it can only be reached throug'i it. Born of the Word, the poem yet flows 
into a reality which transcends the Word.

The poetic experience, in itself, cannot be reduced to words, and 
yet, it can only be expressed through them. The image represents the 
reconciliation of opposites, yet this selfsame reconciliation cannot be 
explained by words, or ratner, it can only be explained by the words of 
the image itself, but then, as we have seen, those vjords have stopped 
being words as such. Tne poam is uothiag but language put in tension, 
language at the extreme of being and language that is to an extreme; the 
poem is the extremes of v/ords and words carried to an extreme, words 
turned upon themselves, shov^ing forth the backside of speech; silence 
and non-signification. In tiie near side of the image lies the world of 
speech, of explanations and of history. In the farside reality opens 
its doors, and signifying and not-signifying become equivalent terms.
The image is its own ultimate sense, and as such it is a desperate at- 
te’.apt against the silence that invades Wan every time He tries to ex
press the terrible experience of Himself and of v/hat surrounds Him.

At this point some words seem to be appropriate in the order of a 
re-clarification; It is true that it is not the nature of all images to 
reconcile opposites without bringing about their destruction. Some im
ages point out similarities between the elements that make up reality; 
these are comparisons, as defined by Aristotle. Other images bring dis-



parate realities close to each other, thus creating a "new reality", as 
Reverdy states. Others yet provoke an insuperable contradiction, or an 
absolute nonsense, which gives away the ridiculous nature of the world, of 
language or of j:“lan Himself. It is in this category that humorous out
bursts of any kind must be classed, even jokes, outside of the poetic 
realm. Still other images reveal to us the plurality and the interde
pendence of the real. There are, finally, such images that bring about 
what appears as a logical as well as a lingiiistic irapossibility; the mar
riage of contraries. Yet in all of these images the same process may be 
detected, even if at times hardly visible or not wholly carried out. The 
plurality of the real is manifested or expressed as an ultimate reality, 
while at the same time each element is made to preserve its essential 
individuality. Feathers are stones, although without ceasing to be feath
ers. Language, turned upon itself, says that which by nature seemed to 
be out ot its own reach; the poetic saying says the ineffable. Chuangtse's 
criticism of words cannot touch the image, then, for the image is in the 
strictest sense not a veroal function.

Language is in fact the sense of this or of that, and sense is the 
nexus between a thing and its name, in su<3i a rammer that a distance is 
implied between them. Certain types of propositions, "eating is a tele
phone", for instance, or 'Mary is a triangle", are nonsensical because 
the distance between the word and tne thing, between the sign and the 
object, becomes so great as to create an insuperable abyss. Han is then 
left alone, enclosed in language, or rather even without a language, since 
the words he emits have simply become meaningless sounds. Such is not 
the case with the image. In it, far from becoming larger, the distance 
between the word and the thing is shortened or made wholly to disappear.
The name and the ooject are already one in it. Sense also disappears, at 
least insofar as it is a nexus, or a bridge, for nothing remains to be 
grasped or pointed. This does not mean, on the other hand, that a contra
dict lou or a mere nonsense is being stated, but that something is being 
produced which is un.3peakable and unexplainable except trhougii itself.
Once more: the image is its own sense. la it language transcends the 
Circle of relative meanings, of this and of that, and says the unspeak- 
abj.e,, featners are stones; this is that. Language indicates, represents. 
l.i_ ccam ocas neither, but presents. The poem does not allude to reality 
but pretends to recreate it, at times achieving it. Therefore poetry 
is a periecrating into, a being-in, or being, reality as such.

The truth that the poem expresses finds support in the poetic ex
perience, vjhicn does not essentially differ from the experience of total 
unification. With the "reality of realities", as it has been described 
by the Fast and —partly— by the West, This experience, which is every- 
whe..e esteemed as ineffable, is yet expressed in the image and is commu
nicated through it. At this point we encounter another disturbing pro- 
pe: cv af tue poem, ana waich will be examined later on: Because the 
iroige does not lend itself to an explanation, but must be apprehended 
through itself, it cannot be properly communicated conceptually. For 
the ’■mage dees not explain, but invites itself to be recreated and, 
literally, to be relived. The poet’s saying becomes incarnate in a com- 
munim of poetry. For the image transforms Man also into an image, that 
is, into a space where contraries become fused together. Man, who is 
split apart from the moment of his birth, is finally reconciled with him-



self when he becomes an image, when he becomes other than himself. Po
etry is metamorphosis, change, alchemic operation, and as such it is very 
close to magic, religion and all other attempts at making out of "this" 
and of "that" that "other Ilan" who is truly Himself above all. In the 
image, the universe ceases to be a vast vjarehouse of heterogeneities. 
Stars, shoes, tears, locoraotives, willow-trees, women, dictionaries, all, 
is an immense family; all is interrelated; all is forever being trans
formed; the same blood runs through all the forms and Hmr can finally 
fulfill his desire to be Himself. Poetry takes Man out of Himself only 
to return Him to his original being, to Himself. Man is his own image:
He is Himself and the Other. Through the poetic phrase, which is rhythm, 
which is image, Man (that perpetual coming to be) finally is. Poetry is 
Man’s entrance into Being.

Alejandro Medina 
Class of 1974



NEW TESTAIIENT ’TIMING' ’

A central concern that lies beneath all the New Testament writings 
is the notion of ' tiirdng’% v/hich is necessarily reflected in the use of 
verb tenses. The crucial importance of 'timing'’ is reflected in the 
Quniran conanunityj a group of Jewish sectarians; who fled to the desert 
shores of the Dead Sea to prepare for the Age to Cone. The tension be
tween 'this Age" and "the Age to Come’ is common to Palestine from the 
]st century B.C. on. Uic Oumranites did not think that the Nevj Age had 
begun. They lived in a state of suspended waiting, on the brirJ'. between 
the past and the future, ^.diicli would cone wdien the llessiah would appear.

For the N.T. writers, hoxjever, the future had, in a certain sense, 
already begun with the coming of Jesus of '.'azareth. But precisely how 
mucn of the future was in the 'now' aroused a variety of ansvjers and a 
great deal of confusion. A concrete example of this timing uncertainty 
can be seen in Paul's end to I Corinthians. Paul exclaims 'f'aranatha!" 
This is not a Greek xjord at aJ.l, but an Aramaic phrase. Oriainallv it 
may have been part of a Christian hymn sung in tlie earliest Palestinian 
communities. (Aramaic, not Hebrew, xras the everyday language of Pales
tine in the 1st Century Aj..D.) This bit of conjecture does not help 
much with the translation. The plirase has two possible translations — 
depending on where one pierces the third alpha — both of which are lin
guistically and theologically possible

(1) Marana - tha. Our Lord, come!' This translation is a prayer 
for the future to begin ’with the appearance of the Lord at the end of time. 
This future sense is also reflectedi in the early Christian writing. The 
Didache (x.6), as well as in T'-evelations, 22:20 : epyou, xupie IpaoO — 
'Come, Lord Jesus!' Theologically, the interesting thing about the 
futuristic interpretation is that it leaves open the question about 
Jesus' earthly life: was or wes he not the Messiah vmen he walked the 
shores of Galilee? If he was, then this meant that there x/ere tx-o 
comings of the Messiah, an idea no one entertained up to his time. The 
N.T. xjriters reveal that the early Christic'us x/ere willing to entertain 
just suen an idea, but that precisel5’' xjhen Jesus ''became" the Messiah 
X7as a moot point. In A.cts 3:20, Peter says that Jesus is ' the Xplotos 
[Gk. for .iGssiah = the anointed one] hand-picked for you." But one can 
make a case tlxat Peter is referrin-^ to Jesus made Xp lotos by being 
resurrected by the Father. So this gives us a threefold schema about 
xjhen Jesus is Messiah and, dependant on that, about x;hen the Age to Come 
starts:

earthl-^^ minis resurrection return in glory
mayb w ? yes! yes

There were various x/ays of ansx/ering "yes!" to the first one, but all 
the attempts shoxj that the ansxirer goes "backwards" from the experience
of Jesus ressurected, i.e., not earthly life ---  resurrection, but
earthly life miracles. Mark shoxjs Jesus' miracles as anticipa
tions Oj. the future kingdom. I'atthexi/ and Luke drive it back even fur
ther uo mysterious stories about Jesus' birth. And John, our special 
case, adds the fourth dimension — eternity itself. Tills discussion



leads us back to the second possible translation;
(2) l-aran ~ atha. ' Our Lord has coiue!'* This seems to be the

sense In which Paul understands the phrase. In I Corinthians, Paul 
is constantly remindins^ his flock that they had best avoid faction
alism, which is^ contrary to love (dyaitTi), because the Lord has really 
come in Jesus' life, death and resurrection, and this event stands in 
judgement over them, Paul sees Christian life as reaching into the 
future and past through the love of Jesus. The "older past of the Law 
is over with. The ' furtl-er' future is realizable only in love and not 
in gaudy^manifestations of Spirit, As Romans seems to underscore, the 
present is a situation of "already* but 'not quite yet,"

The event of Jesus threw people's timing off. And each Christian 
thinker tried to reach a balance, Paul threw out the "religious’ past: 
Jesus’ death ended the curse of the Law. Ilis Christian enemies (!) in 
Galatians, however, saw a renewal and transformation of the Old Cove
nant in the event of Jesus, and the Gospel of IJatthew underscores this 
by calling Jesus "Rabbi J Paul also wanted to hold back the hessianic 
license implied in the gift of the Spirit, Others believed that the 

Age to Come was fully upon them and freed then to do wonders — speak 
in tongues, etc., — a viev7 reflected in Luke—Acts.

There can be little doubt that the interpretation of Jesus caused 
linguistic turmoil. Paul says in Romans that we have died but will 
ri^ in Jesus Curist. The author of Colossians-Lphesians. on the 
other hand, says we have disc and have risen in Christ, ^It is in the 
context of this linguistic turmoil that the Gospel of John takes on 
particular significance, for John, among all the xrritlngs of the N.T., 
not only uses language but forces us to look at language itself.

John s gospel was the last to be accepted into the official Canon 
of the Church. The reason for the susnicion lay in the fact that John's 
gospel is cast in an entirely different mode, from the Synoptics (Kt, I!k, 
ane^ . Tne Synoptics report the wonders (Saupaxa) worked by Jesus 
folj.o. ed by short sayings (Aoyta), some of which are connected only be- 
cause^they nav..^ a word in common. John, by contrast, tells of signs 
(onpuy Jesus, and the signs are accompanied by long, sus- 

d^'-c-rourses. In the Synoptics, Jesus points tow^ard the coming 
of t.e LingdoE cr God. In Jo..m, Ee points to himself in the famous 
I arn- dnscourses. Until tsie discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls at 

Qumran many tkcught John to be a very late, highly theological gospel 
Ua, 100 A.D.;. Rut since John shares great affinities with the thought 
vjorld of Qumran, which was in existence before, during, and after Jesus' 
coming, many arc w:l.. .ing i -. .^ay that it may be the earliest of the gos
pel forms! And ce:.pite join's highly charged theological language, 
many are even willing to say that John gives a more accurate historical 
picture of Jesus' ministry than the Synopticsi in John, Jesus "goes 
up to Jerusalem turee tines; in the Syi.-\optics, only once.

John's especial viewpoint is }iighlighted by the structure of the 
gospel;

(1) The Prologua follows the rhythm and parallelism of Hebrew 
poetry, and may be a reflective rendering of a hymn. John's



sttBss is that the Logos, which was from .before tline, has becbme 
flesh. Heace John uses verbs of per^epfion (3X^Treiv; '§foii<it).
2he Logos is tangible in. . esus.
(2) Book of Signs and Di^ivrourses. The Logos vjhich has become 
flesh is- revealed here. Seven symbolic actions of Jesus are 
framed in terms of Genesis 1 (cf. "on the third day’, 2:1).
This new creation is not of the cosmos, v.»hich is already pres
ent and in darkness, but of the new "cosmosthe community of 
believers, ifno are called to the light.
(3) The Lifting-up (Gk. uhoBeois) is an apt expression for John’s 
last discourse and last sign (passion and resurrection). John 
does not focus on the suffering of the earthly Jesus.'but upon 
the final and glorious revelation of the Logos-ln-flesh, a reve
lation that creates the possi';ility of a community of love. For 
John, the cross is no stumbling-block, nor is it a weakness, as 
it is for Paul.

Beneath this deeply artistic and theological framework lies John’s 
amazxng understanding of verb tenses and case endings (s3mtactics) and 
the implications of sjnnbols (semantics). On the side of s}mtax, it 
has .long been recognized that John jumbles" his tenses. Thus, in 1:43, 
we read, 'The next day he decided to leave for Galilee, and he finds 
Phillip." Similarly, in 11:24, kartha say of Lazarus, "I know he will 
rise up at the rising on the last uay." To this Jesus replies, "I am 
the resurrection and the life.’ lore stunning is the verv first shift 
in tenses at 1:4-5, ". . .and.the life was the light of the men, and 
bhe light shines in the dar’cness. . , ‘ John seems to look at every 
event, v/hether past, present, or future, through the eyes of all the 
tenses. In the words of Heidegger, Jolui sees that all conjugations are 
inclinations to the side — the Greek word for conjugation, evKXiots, 
means precisely that. Conjugation of tenses is a drifting away from 
the full meaning of the verb, so one cense necessarily implies, demands 
the others, (cf. H. Heidegger, An Introduction to Hetaphysics, Double
day Anchor, 4off.)

The same iioids for case, the Latin root of wiiich retains the Greek 
notion of a 'fall away from" (itTmaLs). In the very first five lines of 
the Greek, Jo.!n places the. Logos in :every possible syntactic relation vjith 
heaven ana earth. ' Inus, the Logos is "in the beginning" (dative), 
facing *;the God", l.e., the Father (accusative). is "divine"~(deos wlth- 
out the article a nominative predicate), and, finally, all things come 
to be through !;im" (gcnitfve). The use of one case implies all the re
lations asserted cy the otners. John seems to warn against mistaking in
dividual trees (tenses, cases) for the forest (the full significance of 
the Logos).

On the semantic level, John’s signs are s}nnbolieally rich and stretch 
across semantic fields' as v/ell as across time categories. When John the 
Baptist sees Jesus coming toward him he sees a tvsuya descending from the 
oupavds (1:32). These words could be translated as ‘wind" from the "sky" 
as well as Spirit' from 'Heaven''. John subsumes the physical and spi-



“ritual realms under the same aegis of meaning. Again, Jeus tells ITlco- 
demus that "unless a man be born av-wOev, he cannot enter the Kingdom of 
God‘ (3;3), Nlcodemus quite riglitlj; asks how a grown man can be born ’’a 
second time." He interprets avojftsv physically. But the same word can 
also mean 'from above,' inplying a spiritual rebirth. Yet John wants 
the reader to see in the physical a ’“sign' or '’indication' of the spiritual.

Perhaps the most powerful semantic overlap of a "sign" is found in 
the same I'Ticodemus episode at 3:14, 'As ’oses lifted up [utaow] the ser
pent in the desert, so must the Son of Kan be lifted up." In Kurabers 21 
is narrated the story of how Hoses cured the faithless Israelites from 
the bite of death by fiery serpents by ''raising up' a bronze serpent on 
a standard. Anyone Xviio looked on it x^as cured. In John, the reference 
to lifting/raising up occurs again at 8s38 and 12.-32. IJlien x-7e nut all 
the meanings together, they refer to 1) tlie O.T. curing, 2) the‘raising 
on the cross (death), and, amazingly, 3) the raising up of the Son of llan 
into Glory beside the Father, and 4) the glory that x^ill be manifest on 
tiie last day". Thus, one symbol spans the time categories of the Old 

Testament (past), the Nex7 (present) and the Judgement. Likewise it spans 
the ontological ■»*ca.lms of earthly death and heavenly glory.

sign of nothing. Paul tried to counteract niany groups xrho held
‘jy, in a sense, "nailing" the present-tense

As pointed out in the beginning, the coming of Jesus resulted in a 
confusion of one's timing. Tl'-e early Gnostics recognized only the eternal 
noxv of the Spirit, since tveuya is diametrically opposed to omya, body. 
Some even rejected the O.T. outright (Ilarcion) since it narrates the 
creation of the bodily universe, x/hich for the Gnostic is only illusion 
and a ' ............
doctrines similar to these
operation of the Spirit to the "perfect-tense" event of Jesus' bodily 
death. The Spirit is the carry-over, the extension of the once-for-all 
deatn of Jesus. For Paul, the spiritual realm revealed little or nothing 
aboxit^^the earthly death of Jesxis, which remained forever a "stvimbling 
blocn for him. If one may put it crudely, the realm of the body could 
reveal nothing about the realm of spirit to the Gnostics, xvhereas the 
spirit revealed little about the body to Paul. Hence the Gnostics lived 
in tae license of the present tense, Paul in the confinement of the per-
feet tesne of Jesus’ physical death.

John cuts through the state of "falleness" implied in the use of 
tenses and cases. This is because the Logos is the "sign' of Creation - 
that X';hich axicedated flesh becomes flesh — just as the bodily realm re
veals the heavenly. Nor does John reject the O.T. outright (Gnostics) 
or shoxT it only as a "sign of death'' (Paul on the O.T. Lav7). Rather 
xjhat has been reveals xTT.ac is and xHiat is to come. On the deeper lexrel.^ 
John finds no enccmmensurability" betxv'een the times nor betv;een the 
realms of human existence.

Frank K. FIinn 
Tutor



THE BIOLOGISTS' BO.iB

Geologists periodically warn Californians tnat taeir state is about to 
tumble into tne sea, Jouriiiil editors and pxiilosopaers-scieiitists are repeat
edly warning taeir readers taat biological engineering is about to give us 
"the power to modify and control tae capacities and activities of man by di
rect intervention and manipulation of taeir bodies and minds."! dot many 
persons move from California, And not many more ootaer to consider in detail 
tne implications of tne latest laboratory feats of tae biologists.

A orief sumiaary of one of tae recent accomplishments in tne field of 
molecular oiology can serve as a source of questions wnicn those interested 
in the state of human society witniu the next generation may want to answer.

Thera is an inaerited "disease" in humans (technically called galacto
semia) waica makes it difficult for the affected person to metaoolize properly 
a cartaiu sugar. Tiie reuult is an abnormally higa concentration of sugar 
derivatives in tne tissue of tae patient, with resulting complications. Tnis 
particular sugar would oe metaoolized if there were present a certain enzyme, 
as there is in most persons. In fact, this particular enzyme, like many 
otners in "aigiier" animals, is also found in certain oacteria.

Wnetner tne enzyme is in a bacterium or a auman, its presence is due 
to a particular bit of genetic material (bdA), wnicn we say codes for the 
enzyme. Tnat is, tne JdA makes possible the production of this enzyme. Tnus, 
it is assumed tnat when an organism lacks an enzyme, the most likely expla
nation is either tnat tae necassiiry dNA is uiissing or is roal-functioning.
Here is waere tae eugiaeering problem arises. (How to get good, functioning 
DdA into an organism whose own dlA is not producing a certain enzyme?)
This in particular is tae prouiem that the biologist wants to solve for the 
kind of patient descriaed auove.

In fact, tne problem aas not oeen solved.

But sometning of a close approximation has been achieved, if tne pub* 
lisned results (Science, Oct, d, i:J71) are assumed to oe true. In essence, 
some biologists ware able to taxe cells from patients who suffered from 
galactosemia and give thesa new i>NA. Tne result was that tnese cells, which 
are grown in flasks in tne laooratory, can now produce tne once missing 
enzyme ana they no longer "suffer" from the disease. Neither do the progeny 
of tnese cells, even after growing and dividing for 50 days.

iae feat was accomplished by getting a virus to pick up the appropriate 
ONA from a oacterium vjaicii also uses the enzyme for metaaolizing sugar and 
Sobbing tais virus to carry this bit of nNA into the laboratory cells of the 
numan patient. Tae results were most surprising, mostly because no one knew 
tnat tnere were any viruses which could enter such diverse organisms as bac
teria and numan cells.

ICf. Kass, L. R., "The Jew Biology; What Price Relieving ilan's Estate?" 
Science, Nov. 19, 1971.



Can anytning narmful come of this kind of engineering? (If the sufferer 
of the disorder can oe cured in a manner similar to how his cells were cured, 
surely tnis is to be preferred to no cure.) One cannot even say in this 
particular case that the general level of human genetic material has been 
degraded. In fact, it has been upgraded, assiruing, of course, that the cnange 
can oe so brougat about that the off-spring of the cured patient will not 
suffer the same disorder. (This is a very big assumption. Without it, there 
is a definite degradation of tne genetic material in the human "gene pool".)

But what if the techniques just described were not used to provide the 
patient something tnat ne normally would nave had (such as a missing enzyme 
for metabolism) but, oecause of tne generality of the method, was used to 
supply him with something that someone thought ae needed in order to be a 
better person (biologically or socially)? Now the question arises as to 

Who is to decide wnetaer sucn a project shoiild be undertaken. The patient 
need not be an adult; "he" need not even ba^a cnild or infant. "He" could be 
a one-celled unfertilized human egg. So the decision might be out of his own 
hands. Should it oe?

Whether to do biological engineering is one question, and a most impor
tant one. But assuming that it will be done, then one asks, with what goals 
in Mad? And who will decide what these goals should be? By what criteria 
will tne decisions be made?

Tnese are, of course, the standard questions. We are getting used to 
hearing taem asited. Peraaps we are also getting a oit provoked taat there 
seem to be no fortncoming answers. Or, more disturbing, perhaps we do not 
even really believe tnat taere can be any rational discussion of such ques
tions. After all, they are ultimately about values, and we may have been 
convinced tnat a discucsion of values is only in the end one bare assertion 
against anotaer and that iCeeisoa gives us no way to decide because there is no 
object to be known. Taus we find ourselves witnout answers because "we adiiere 
more and more to a view of nature and of man wnica both gives us enormous 
power and, at the same time, denies all possibility of standards to guide its 
use. Taougn well-equipped, we know not who we are nor where we are going. We 
are left to tae accidents of our nasty, biased, and ephemeral judgments."2 
In otiier words, about questions of values, we are fellow passengers on a ship 
of fools, with caaos as our captain and no port to call our home.

If tais latter is vmat we truly believe, and thereby act accordingly, 
then we should saortly ue aoout saying our goodbyes, for this ship as wa know 
It may well be aoout to sink. And wnetner it sink into a Brave New World, or 
into total oblivion, it is all the same. For about tnis outcome, the least 
that can be saia is tnat man as we know nim has ceased to exist, and the 
drones of Plato innaoit tae earth.

On tne otaer uaxid, if we choose not Plato's drones but Plato's rational 
man, then it seems tiiat our task in the face of the "biologists' bombs" is 
to seriously and quickly set aoout trying to answer the questions: Wiiat is 
tne good man? What is the good life? What is the good state?3 and prior to

2cf. opp. cit. 
3lBid.



tnese: Waat is tiie good? Toese are questions wnich we have to seek answers 
to as philosopaers; aeitner the biologist as oiologist nor the politician as 
politician will ask these questions. The fomer will ask what can be done 
and do it if possiole; tue Jitter at best will only try to order the chaos 
without any principles of a^er. But that which is best within us, our Reason 
as Plato would put it, can.^ask and answer these questions. Thereafter we can 
nope to make practical decisions about human goals and perhaps at last even 
reinstate Reason into the captain's cnair of tae Snip of State.



HOi-HLY (given on the Second Sunday of Advent)

T ^ days came John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness of
Judea. He was waiting at the sida of the great river, baptizing by day, 
crouched restlessly in the front of a shallow cave by night. No one had 
said how long it would be. "More than sentinaels wait for the dawn, let 
Israel wait for the Lord." You knoxj how still the morning's desert is. 
Hills are stiff and blue, thinly traced by the light. The sun crawls 
over tne peaks; for a long stretch it is hard to tell just when it will 
spill over, when the shadows xirill disappear, when bushes will be etched 
snarply in gold. And I hope that you know what it is to wait, since we 
are called just to waiting in Advent.

This John was dressed in camel hair and he ate the simplest fruits 
of a barren place. His was a breataless waiting; the denial of all that 
now hides in those last shadoxra to watch for the first light's spear.
He fasted, as we fast, bringing to mind -what is truly important. So he 
preacned not only with words but with the signs of trust, with self-denial 
for a higher love. Joan fled the city, the security of attempting to pro
vide for oneself, and settled in a land which seemed devoid of hope. His 
naked presence was itself witness.

i-Ieditating on him, St. John Chrysostom writes, "The Baptist was out
wardly a man, but inwardly and angel." Why 'angel'? Dante sees the angels 
in mghty circles wnich swirl about God, their eyes always towards Him, 
unblinking. So John sat, preaching, baptizing, eating a little ~ but 
the inward eyes were filled unceasingly with chat white light, that shim
mering Glory. It is the desert sun on flat.

His was the voice crying out in the wilderness, "Repent!". The 
Greek word is full; "HeTavoLeTe!", "Be converted!", "Turn around!".
The Pharisees came from Jerusalem fleeing destruction and were told to 
tuni around, to run back and embrace the Lord.

In all times, plows fall, stones stop grinding. Desert silence 
creepij into the city to make it, too, a place of waiting. In contrast,
Dante s vestibule of Hell swarms with a mob rushing after some swirlin«» 
standard. "

We need growth.^ Silence comes first ~ the cassation of vain races. 
Jonaa must stop running from God in the fish's empty belly. The mind 
curls Dacic into itself and waits, stripping away sins in the fall's flow 
o icy water. Tne Lord comes; St. John's anguish is transformed for us 
into tne expectation of tl.e Second ContLng. In these daj’-s we wait for the 
celebration of t.-e Nativity even while v/e renew our own patience in an
other Advent. Revelation shows the saints standing before the throne of 
God with palms, to vjelcome Him at every moment. And when the holy lamb 
breaxs open the seventh seal, a great silence falls. God is bom into 
silence. Je will not see Him come unless we have prepared a straight 
road on which to watch for Him. ^

But it is not enough, Chrysostom says, to remove the dart; one must 
heal the wound. Zacchaeus resolves not to cheat; he must also repay four- 
toid. We, too, should allow God more than the cure of the obvious sins.



Our aeads have to be wrenched around to face the light. If you have 
been a glutton, fast; if a profligate, mortify; if a rhetorician, silence. 
All that is not the Lord’s, give up — the merely indifferent is become 

Waiting is not dull stillness, heads dropping comfortably, soft 
sighs. Remember that the Disciples stretched out under Gethsemani’s skies 
and fell asleep. No — it is not enough to be ready to wake up; you must 
be already awake. Ne have given up the race to the market-place to begin 
a new race to the East.

Clement of Alexandria, who's memory you celebrate in Advent, describes 
the mountain of God thus; "The righteous are the chorus; the music is a 
hymn of the king of ti»e universe. The maidens strike the lyre, the angels 
praise, the prophets speak. Tue sound of music issues forth, they run and 
pursue the jubilant band; those that are called make haste, eagerly de
siring to receive the Father."

bake bt, John of the Cross, xvho’s feast also comes in Advent;
"In the track of your sandal, the young girls run along the road." He 
comments; "The footprint is the trace of Him Ifnose the footprint is, 
whereby the soul goes tracking out and seeking Him that made it. The 
sweetness and knowledge concerning Himself which God gives to the soul 
that seeks Him is the trace and footprint whereby it knows and seeks Him 
increasingly. . .Devout souls, with the youthful strength which they have 
received from the sweetness of Thy footprint, run in many places and dif
ferent manners along the road of eternal life, on which they meet the Be
loved in union of love after attaining detachment of the spirit from all 
things."

The Lord comes with a winnowing fan, an axe, a sharp two-edged sword.
We can t be still because we love Him and do not Icnow if we will be sepa
rated from Him. The axe cuts; will we fall from the roots into the salty 
ruino of a city without water? Our love drives us to search.

hut chaff gusts with the wind and scatters everywhere, tumbling over 
itself. The path is narrow. Look averjn/here for the Lord but step cau- 
tiousxy. John the Baptist sent his disciples to ask Jesus, "Are you the 
one or do 'we still wait?" The ansx^er was given and John believed, but 
believed after asking. St. Gregory of Sinai writes: "He who works at 
the prayer from hearsay or reading and has no instructor, works in vain."
We have need of masters to teach us the quiet search which leads asray from 
the blov/ing wxnds. Unguidad Iraagiriation will makes its oxm phantoms, 
strutting and preening. The inasters given us have two sorts of faces.
There is the one Ifestar and Lord, >.-7hom Clement calls Paedogogus, "leader 
of children", the Head of the earthly body of faithful. Then, in each 
life, come instruments of the .Jord, Himself the Instrument, who teach us 
with human hands and godly fire. So it is that the Oiurch has two faces; 
we gather here as one body and yet we pray alone in our closets, to the 
Fatner who is rn secret. v,'e await the Lord as the Church and we wait for 
Him as inuividuais. He is both King and Bridegroom.

But you know that it isn’t easy. Tlie desert is a lonely place. 
Temptation comes as easily in red rock as it does by expensive candle
light. There is yet a battle to be won. But it is a silent battle and



in darkness. We do not know the day or the hour; to ask were presumption. 
God works always in the fullness of tirae. (I shouldn’t demand flox^ers in 
December snow.) We cannot risk impatience or v/e will miss the signs of 
battle altogetaer. Only in the uioment of humble assent is there power — 
for the Son of -ian has gone into tn.e sanctuary before us to part the cur
tains and clear the path. Obedience is the fruit of silence.

Be still to hear the voice. "The Spirit and the Bride say, ’Come!’; 
let everyone who listens ansx^er, 'Comei*. Let all who are thirsty come; 
all who want it may have the x?ater of life and have it free."

Be thirsty, then, whispering that prayer which St. Paul wrote to the 
Corintaians in nis own hand; i-Iarana tha. Lord, come.

--  Mark Jordan

*

still, and graceful jumpers 
handful of moment-spurted flight 
sparrox^rs in the tree 
here for a fat winter

*

each of seven layers of cloud
tells its three dimensions before the moon,
and yet a point,
the whole disk shines right through

-— Anonymous



Joachim du Bellay, xvi c.
D’un Vanneur de aux Vents

A vous troppe legere,
Qui d'aele passagere 
Par le monde volez,
Et d'un sifflant murmure 
L'onbrageuse verdure 
Doulcement esbranlez

J’offre ces violette.s 
Ces lis, et ces fleurettes, 
Et ces roses icy,
Ces vemeillettes roses, 
Tout freschemeut ecloses,
Et ces oeilletz aussi.

De vostre doulce halaine 
Eventez ceste plaine 
Eventez ce sehour:
Ce pendant que j’ahanne 
A mon ble, que je vanne 
A la clialeur de jour.

10
IS

a winnower to the wind
(after du Bellay)

To you who lightly throng 
And dip your wings along 
The windstreams of the xjorld;
To you, the whispering band,
ITho shake the grasses and 
The shadowed leaves unfurl,
I offer violets.
White lilies, mignonettes, 

all the roses new,
Venrdllion roses here 
Bright with dex^drops clear;
I offer fresh pinks too.
Kox7 softly breathe again.
Fan out across the plain.
Blow through the fields of x/heat. 
I turn and bend again,
Winnoxjing the grain 
In summer noonday heat.

--  Mollie Ridout



METAPHOR

holy/spoken beast 
beast
the silent underbelly yearns 
snakes and specific infinity of tides 
fish that suck a moment 
birds that hazard through it

move we slender lift
and so they gatlier
portions, remnants to a wick
vacuum!
river!
greetings from vr. blake 
hox^ the rapid move:
so wishing high and fleei^slow child 
and so I want tlie breast every 
she remembers
praise evolution replay, also inside babe
grapefruit wonian
whip through sky the line
aiid she remember
environment kazoo the welling
brass new skin
what's there? the finding orchard 
beyond tne tiger nothing waits 
to cage us. face the face

•Anonymous



HUMI'IING

Sometimes the song we sing is not the words.
But other things the melody demands. . .
The sounds that no man ever understands.
Though something like the lanj-uage of the birds.
Sometimes the love I give is not the words 
I say, but more the holding of the hands 
As we alone together walk these lands 
And listen to the language of the birds.
For when a word is spoken by the tongue.
You told me once, it lives a separate life.
Tie cannot tell what it may do among 
The many paths that lead to human strife.

If so, then let me speak not much of love.
But hum it like the language of a dove.

YOUR MIR

Oh let the wind caress you swirling hair. 
Kow much I burst to watch it sliining blow 
Against the evening sky, or catch the snow 
Of winter joy that fills the frosty air. . .
It makes me laugh with such a careless care 
To see my slightly trembling fingers flow 
Betv/een the falling strands of candle gloxj.
In early t/aking light I find it there
liJhen you are breathless lost among your dreams. . .
When I beside you reach again to touch
Your misty fragrant hair. Each time it seems
That no man ever lived to love so much. . .
As years go by I ask the fates I may 
Be near to watch you lovely hair turn gray.

--  Lowell Rundle



NEtf JEilSEY WAS ONCE...

People always know I am from tae East.
"You are an Easter-aer, aren't you, or 
riayoe a Virgo, a Taurus for sure.
But wuere is your accent...?"

Not being a Virgo, not even a Taurus, 
liy accent must be misleading.

You see, it has been late in my life 
Tljat I started living in mud homes.
Saddles never nad horns, oedrooins were upstairs, 

rfy first footsteps went lightly on oak.

But tnese moUi.itains, yes, these ones Bleeding Christ, 
have changed me.

Tnere, Christ was often taught, the blood never mentioned.

Hov/ever, who remembers the Great Pine Barrens,
Or can taste wild cranberries?

Has anyone, but me, oougnt blue-berries oy the pound 
Only to nave the oag nurst with fresh juice?
Have you ridden a oycicle to tno ocean?
Jo you know the sound of Black Angus lowing througn fog?

Was your uncle’s house an underground Hallway station 
With stairways in tae walls?

Have you seen tomatoes stretch greexi and red across sandy soil? 
Have you ever watcned the suiirise from out of tne sea?
Yes I have.

Yes, I have caanged.
riy eyes now are accustomed to norizons, and 
.•fountains are wuere the earth swelled.

But I swear New Jersey was, once.

/
-- “liciieal iiongeau



IT'S GETTING LATE

Why so much time
Given up to darkness
Why so obscure, oscura, shaded
The Yang slopes
Inhere the aspen leaves have fallen

That thing, that becomes 
Hard to understand 
Whether it's language,
Or a forest trail 
Masked by a golden mulch 
Of fallen leaves 
With a darkness promised 
in the granite crops

In this place
our unwariness
becomes a wet thread
of fresh blood,
a tuft of hair and hide,
and a white piece of organ meat,
brain or spleen,
still warm
The forest silent as a hawk's eye 
In the darkening canyon.

--  David Padxra
Santa Ee



BABY BLUE-EYES

Ripe as a fruit and globed with youth 
And paired with ayes as luminous as blue 
That break in glances like a changeful sea,
Stands before me the most vocative girl 
In twenty years of teaching, her lips inquiring;
May her thesis be of love, on which she is knowledgeable

My eyes swim with blue: 
vJhere the blown wave ripples 
Crests of white and the sea 
Glints with purple, there the reef 
Down swinging fans unfolds 
The summons of its caves.

Once we have gone far enough 
Into the element, that fish 
With jaws and teeth, called picua.
Does not repel tut beckons;
We pursue, she withdraws 
Into the deeper water...

Wo doubt,” I tell her, "that will be satisfactory. 
Relate it if you can to Penelope and Calypso.”
How peerlessly she turns and leaves the room.
And leaves space swaying like a tide-pool, blue.

---Cliarles G. Bell



ONE AFTERITOON IN TLAQUEPAQUE

The adobe was solid & steadfast 
a heavy wall holding in the church.
Peasants tipped their hats at the iron gate 
txTO ancient women sold oranges in the shadox-js. 
Brass bells
a web ringing the compound, 
like chaff
life danced enlessly from this center 
and back.

It took a bus careening into the wall 
the afternoon broken into pieces of adobe 
the x(rrinkled x7omen no longer hidden in rebozos, 
who had crossed themselves morning & night 
from a x-rindowless stairwell with txro strax^ mats 
to the wall
peddling gum and sodas, candy
for children on the longest x-ray home.

I too depended on the wall 
led by it to the plaza 
the same sellers of coca & corn 
our feet xradded to an old pathxray, 
drawn there
waiting for the dust to sine.

But a bus missed the corner 
brakes giving in to rubble 
forcing a new passage along patches 
of blood soaked dry in the dirt.

We gathered there for the miracle 
the place where the bus had touched us 
a crack to slip thru with the women.
It was why we x-rere there
whispering x^rith loxrared heads
searching for that moment turning a corner.

--  David Johnson
University of New Mexico



NIGHT

oak, young august,
and finally in adolescence,
tree bom angles of a navy star-fluent
in a black and lyric brogue.
wait of the turbulent layers of calm;
after a rain soft-spoken,
young girl or tact of the skies,
now who hydra-head tyrant breaks active
all of a peace, questions?
found: 1 bread-stone

too much is asked and asked always, 
but this is easily given^ 
it slips out the tiring hand to sleep 
here what is not sorrov^ nor glad 
nor nothing either,
dreamful sleep on the breast of chaos,
silent black knotted wailing suspension branch...

TWILIGHT

-- Anonymous

Sunset Dancer crouches low and wizened 
To explain the coining of dusk 
To vcild trees and vines.
And hear their rueful replies.
Now xwatca him slice the words of their conversation 
Into the thicknesses of shadows 
And place them like dark mats 
Over the sleepy earth.
Muffling the protests of bleary-eyed animals.

-- Scott Jones



Xatpe, natpc^MXos

Strong bow-string twan." so sends the deadly dart 
From great Apollo's glinting golden arms 
To rip your mighty, true and honest heart 
That never feared this bloody v/ar's alarms.
Oh curs’d be fate you wore my armor bright 
To terrify the Trojans' mocking cries. . - 
To win my glory back within the fight. . .
To put an end to wicked Argive lies.
Oh curs'd be fate you did not heed roy word!
I told you not to try to smash their gates. . .
We would have sailed hone if you had heard 
Me tell you not to war against the fates.
Oh curs'd be fate that no man's ever right!
That men are not as strong as they would seem,
Tliat war can make us feel our mortal might 
So much that death becomes an idle dream.
Oh curs'd be fate that threads a lifetime's loom!
Yet Hector’s blood x^ill quench the thirsty dust. . . 
That handsome haughty pride will be his doom.
For he it was who gave the fi'aal thrust.
Oh curs'd be fate that I’m not made a god
To take my heart's revenge and rage upon
That Phoebos-fiend — to lay him 'neath the sod. . .
To bleed him 'till his wretched life is gone!
Oh curs'd be fate that nevermore will ban
The pain of war and death from human plight. . .
My quarrel, friend, is not with mortal man,
But xjith those damned Immortal gods of light.
Oh curs'd be fate that I am now alone!
With smoking sword I must fulfill the V7ill 
Of Zeus against this city's cursed.throne... .
There's nothing left for me to do but kill.
Good-bye my friend, you died for friendship's sake. . . 
I would have never sent you past the wall. . .
But you with tears on bent knee begged me make 
My Myrmidons prevent the Argive fall.

--  Lowell Bundle

A



Consider only the room. I have seen that room several times, in 
the morning, and late at night. And yet I have never seen it all. al
ways I was running in and runnijag out, escaping this or hunting that, 
and the room itself was never enough, by itself. And yet you must see 
it all, now, even as I never have. It is not an old room, though the 
articles in it are, and varied unto themselves. A fireplace and a 
mantle, with figurines from Egypt and Italy. On the glass and wrought- 
iron table in the center there are scattered articles —ashtrays, stat
uettes, busts— from France, Portugal, and India. At times the room 
takes on the feeling of a museum, and some visitors dislike it intense
ly for that reason. You can not hide yourself in the room, living on
ly off the decorations; the room has no one's personality, someone must 
be there, or else it is only a room, nothing more, and hardly less. It 
sits, no, not even that; it is, and having done that, (and still on and 
again), waits, and each moment breaks itself in expectation; it is still 
chilled, the fireplace is pregnant, the silence seems to be too much for 
the light, the emptiness too much for the sofa. Surely this room will 
explode into a storm if no one enters it; it will peel its walls into 
snow, the air will go solid, and nothing will be able to enter it again; 
it will be a thing in itself, beyond a room, and no door will unlock it 
if it is left like this too long. Already it seems that a voice would 
echo in it, and this is wrong. One hopes, because you are frightened, 
that the light will actually work, and wash away the grey that is the 
dropping of the evening. And to be honest, that hand is not sure that 
the light will permit its own glare, and maybe the dark empty will re
main,, maybe it is too late to wash away all this, maybe it is too late.. 
And did I do it? or whoever is there, hand on the knob, hesitating be
cause that room is so much like a shrine, and the god no longer is wor
shipped, and there's nothing sadder than that —because the shrine will 
not fall av^ay, broken, and thus be forgotten. But instead, it remains, 
and reminds us, reminds of what we have forgotten, reminds of mistakes 
in the past and present; world war one, and the railroads, the harlem 
riots, and just the mistakes that our parents made, and our friends make 
even now, just as this shrine will not bow to dust and cobwebs. Some 
fine carpenter made this room, apart and beyond the rest of the house, 
for the rest of the house is safely electric, comfortably worn and re
painted. It is, in some parts, hot, too hot for you to bear for any 
long time, and you rush always to the windows, opening them and saying, 
"this house tiever cools down. And this night...!" But this room, this 
room never gets hot, and there's never a need to open the window, except 
when you dare to declothe your self before the world, another heavy risk 
before you. No, the room is enough, or even too much. At Christmas, 
when the children and soma adults come singing outside you sit before 
the fireplace and drink hot rummed tea, with cookies you friend made, 
and you are careful but not uncomfortable with the furniture; the chil
dren singy and ^you are led. ay thg room to r^nember'a safer,i that is,- ^ 
younger,, time, and.-yet the room :reminds ’you thatv.that Vas no safer life, 
for the room terrified you then, escept when you played with rubber 
soldiers and plastic models. The times of wooden blocks and kittens was 
before you even recognized such dangerous rooms, such fantastic giants, 
such awesome imaginations. And as the song goes on you remember reli
gion also, that there was a savior born, and there's something called 
sin and holiness in it, and that even in this room saints can exist —



can you imagine that? And you wonder if the devil can too, and if he's 
here now.^ Someone sings off-key outside, someychildren, but you cannot 
look outside to see their ages. You wonder if they are honest, could 
they stand the room, what the room would be if they were standing in it. 
There are some girls who sould sru o'a the sofa, polite and knees pressed, 
Neither the sofa nor the room say aiiything, and you are hidden away, in 

the wind that is hitting the windoxv of that forsaken room.
You have not finished the Job, solved the problem, finished the ex

odus, and forty years is not enough, not enough at all. If you had a 
child would you bring him into this room, if your v^ife knew who she was 
would she come along, and how long, dear god, how long has it been since 
you have seen your family and friends, or have they too been frightened 
off by the iromense echo that is occasionally heard outside the door, 
that edio which sometimes sounds like tears, sometimes like a baby being 
bom, or more often like a book being put away with a sigh. Snow piles 
up outside, and you know it. Cold, and your hand would turn blue in it. 
But you are not out there; there are no windows for your love to open 
here, and tne trees are awesome symbols, framed by the two closed, locked 
windows in the walls. You can see the dawn from here, it is that kind 
of room. With Eighteenth Century organ music in the background you can 
watch the flalces and note with studied interest the dawn. And you wonder. 
Oh, that's the daim. The cat runs out, the maid studies the sky, and 
life goes on. And the room is pregnant, preparing to explode; a spark on 
the dark side of the earth, a faint signal that will not be seen. You 
know how it is to be a blind man.

-- Michel Bames



She thanked him again for a reason to dissipate 
Her one-sided fire rode the air on a flammable gas 
a handful of grain was thrown against the sky 
and bounced back, small birds had to creep 
Stiff sky finger in tue jar scooped out 
liquor distilled from the one-sided 
fire
after the gas dispersed
It tasted stale, only vaguely reminiscent
of the time spent shimmering in air
Tiie need to fly wept
and beat her wings against her breast
Tlie creeping birds xjere starving
and plucked the feathers from their chests
before devouring their o\vn sweet meat
The liquor was spilled in the rain
dropped by a child carrying it to chapel
she sniffed it secretly when bored of the chants
She screamed in terror at worms
who began swirffioing in air
They swam far away far away, out of the mind 
A fire round and joyous settled on her head 
Her hands and feet crumbled slowly 
There was no voice to silence the toothless smile
I could sing no better song 
I could sing no better song 
than this dirge to all my wrongs 
I will sing a better song 
I will sing much better songs 
Tomorrow, maybe tomorrot/

Alleluia. Alleluia, The most unholy conception of words
tfy body speaks out against itself
In vain hope that reason will end the suffering
The girl talks to herself in her room 
Detaching tae paiii from the wound 
A delicate and collapsible operation 
performed only by the unloved
(to the sound of distant alleluia, weak pounding out of the dream-tatoo) 
and still it continues for the listeners 
but still she loses her ears 
in a French kiss

The word is deadly food, chewed with a poisoned satisfaction 
Children hear with bloated minds
They make small irrational cries, and wave weak arms 
but the mother's breasts feed only two at a. time



I play one note again and again on the piano ,\ v —uSS 
And do not answer the curious \
The most high curious devouring gourmet complexes 
They turn away from the mystic picking the nose 
and fart, with secret pride in accomplishment
The unwholesome expiations of the lonely 
The joyous, voluntary lobotomies
The caressing of faces is for the overly enthusiastic 
(abstracted exageration of beauty's seed)
A silly man weeps over the wide-spread use of birth control 
Alleluia, Alleluia. Unholy conceptions.
My body speaks out against itself.
Day passes passes out on me
Somnolent lump, taunting witn eyes half-open
Sly gigolo droning just try to move me

Girls pass their dresses smear the grouiid
They leave beaind them trails of slime like perfume

I am laying here watching the clay 
I know it will move if I watch hard enough 
"Hard enough!" cried the kiln with satisfaction.
And walked off laughing because still I vjatched
The mere tick of a year will not reveal her design 
The aggregate of memory 
She is raoving but slow moving
Junkyards rise from their discarded sorrow 
And dance, they dance together 
When smelling the secret glue of a mood.

a-/

'.a - ^ 1

-Terry Sellers



FROM THE REAL TO THE MORE REAL

The poem and the land 
perhaps
the poet and the map.
Ask, what is this place?
Where are we?
As if you would believe
and make meaning
of a string of sounds.
As if you would walk
the wet log bridge
between sounds and meanings.
These words, if you can hear 
them emerging, familiar as the 
year's first snow, 
these initiating sonorities, 
these oral traditions, 
this whispered tradition, 
these winds in the willows, 
these watersheds of meaning 
my loves.
Look, here's Rincon Bonito; 
a "pretty corner" with sounds 
as private as a mossy seep 
by a Raven's nest 
half-down a cliff wall.
Or Lake Katherine,
her name so intense and specific
it crosses intact
the space between us.
Do you follow me?
I'll take you up on a Peak named Trouble 
Don't come if you know better.
And right now 
I'll tell you what.
Close your eyes.
Make yourself hollow and transparent.
Even the hair on your arm is hollow. No matter. 
Only the sounds are left. Raven cawing, 
the creek whispering, hushing.
Large blue clouds of progressive untranslatabllity 
boil up behind the ridge. It's snowing 
again. The trails are covered.
Goodbye. Keep an eye for blaze marks.

--- David Padwa
Santa Fe



WOMAN OVERFLOWING

She weaves impressions of herself 
like cow webs across the room, 
wary tight rope walkers follow 
the sound of her voice along the strands

my clothes crumble 
my mind stumbles 
my cup runs over 
i walk the webs 
real naked

such a weak child who don’t understand 
such old wrinkled eyes that seen it all. 
whores, virgins, mona lisas in you mist 
their faces melt around me as i crawl.

your melting juice 
oozes round me 
then solidifies, 
only laughter
will break the strangling strands.

soothe me, stroke my numbness,
gift wrap me in fold after fold
of your untouchable images
lull me into darkness with your words
but do not 
reveal yourself 
but do not 
reveal 
yourself

Benjamin Bergery



THE WOMAN IMAGINES HER LOVER

When I Imagine him 
it is with snow 
in his hair; 
in his heart 
a snare in his walk 
the shadow of a bear

This lover I imagine 
is a winter landscape 
a picture 
When I touch him 
his texture is wool 
His voice is a lecture

on Strength-&-Endurance 
I was pulled without pain
from the womb "'-'w /■-"f. '-
I was wrapped in tissue tr •
tn a room where leafy lights « I :r ;> ‘ ii
were always in bloom - ^fi 'jv . "yo

But now I’m down the shaft
The miners' heads ^
are haloes ” s'
coming toward me in the 
black hollows, on the bare branches 
of my veins hard mellows
still hang on like Christmas 
bulbs My lover who is 
only a thread 
sticks to my body 
sticks in my head fragment 
frozen, long-since dead

Gene Frumkin
University of New Mexico



She is an ocean remembering 
Back on folding waves 
Lost night dark woman 
She carries wondering 
But
I have given her too much
Just inventions I don’t really see
Molded by her face from
Darktime with a big belly
Thumping out first dark ocean sounds

*

Woman nnd earth are one in eye —
Light of woman is the round
Completely broken before the cycle
Is known in her. With her is
Her only sound encircled broken perfect love.
This wish.
To want only her filled sound.
No picture, word, no mouthing force 
To intervene.
But fill the broken path 
And she is not one but whole 
And me less another.

--  Warren Buckles



ORNIS

The birds seem not so much wing 
But ashes flushed to sky 
In the evening chatter of guns 
As morticians of grey fire

Memory
Her hair knotted in this scarf 
and saved, Mas lost.
We did not think such, did not care 
We felt constrained and knew to change;
These bleached photographs and grade school eyes — 
Wliere are they?
Water comes wnen it will
Dry, once; wet, again — whirling
Each bubble drowned in a prickling river of wind

A shower of feathers; the bird is cut from nest 
And brought away 
Into the ashy death 
Into the desert time

__ Mark Jordan

FLY DESIRE

The bird, the bird crescendo. There is I v/ith no sight, no touch, 
sole I. The bird, the touch. The eye's innuendo I do without. Vari
able eternal, I am sure I always change. The bird, the free bird alle
gro. Kill a crescendo in cage. Ho one sights the distant fright. I 
see the lone time, my sole line or reason.

Sans innuendo. I happen without it, change. Bird, bird, the 
free bird crescendo. Varied words peck peck. I get no rest from the 
echoes. I eat infinite; sure change direct stab. Stab stab. Lento 
dream of carelessness.

—= Terry Sellers



THE GIRL FROM CMADA

Nasso leans back from the table, slides his elbows along the 
chair arms, sighs.

‘’Jimmy. I do not know him. For a year and a half we have 
been friends and still I do not know him." He lights a cigarette. 
"He is human... but how can you call Jimmy human? He hates the 
blacks. Will not even hear you speak of them. No sympathy, they 
are not men like him. But... human. This is how I mean it; you 
have not heard about the girl from Canada?" He waits for us to 
shake our heads.

"One night Jinrmy was on the West side and he sees this girl 
coming along the sidewalk, pale, stumbling, obviously ready to 
collapse. He thinks she is drmik, or a junkie. He goes over to 
her, asks her what is the problem. No, no problem. (Nasso shakes 
his head vaguely). Does she need a meal? No, no she is alright. 
Well then vjill she come into this place here and have just a cup of 
coffee? Well, yes, yes that would be good. So they talk some. He 
has already realized that she is not drunk, doesn't think it is 
drugs. But something is very wrong. Yet she will say nothing.
She tells him that she is from Detroit. I guess it is later that 
he figures out from the way she talks that she is from Ccinada. 
Anyway, they finish their coffee, and still she has said almost 
nothing. Does she have a place to sleep that night? Well, no, not 
really; she is looking. So Jimmy asks if she will come to his 
place, ne has an extra bed. She hesitates, but finally it is too 
much effort to resist. So she came x^ith him, she stayed for a few 
days. All Jimmy learns is that she is divorced, and that she has 
some kind of problem, though he cannot find out what. He does not 
press too hard. The girl, of course, realizes that there has been 
a woman living there, it is obvious. She asks where is his wife. 
Jimmy tells her that she passed away a few months ago. That she 
had breast cancer. The girl says, 'That is what I have'. Cancer. 
Jimmy takes her to his wife's doctors. They examine her, tell her. 
something, I don’t know... but that she will be alright. To Jimmy 
they say that they do not want to touch her. Will not open her," 
Nasso gently touches his chest, "...that it is too far gone. This 
girl has only a fex^ weeks, if not days. There is nothing to do.
She goes back to Canada, happy. A fex7 weeks later Jimmy got a 
letter from her mother that she had died."

---Mollie Ridout



CAT QUESTION

This is a question I would ask
is a cat It wears the haloes of walls
clawed by claws from the ground up
It springs through oxygen like helium
There is a set of whiskers
in my mouth there is a yellowish green
pantomime that finds its feet
in my eyes

I am often about to speak 
when the salmon streams head north 
across the heavens

and I follow them 
Sometimes I hear myself 
outside my window a guttural moon 
sightless and frightened, leaping 
through history toward the desolate blue Earth 
On normal nights I sleep on the straw 
of small miracles

to awaken
believeing the day is longer 
than any chariot's crushing wheels
I could ask this question 
in at least nine bodies 
This one is a cat

--  Gene Frumkln
University of New Mexico

INDIAN HOSPITAL -- ALBUQUERQUE

Walking past the Indian hospital 
is like climbing beyond the timberline 
the air is thin / legs and chest ache.
There's no energy for the casual visitor, 
life drawn into corridors, it curls 
into a maze of food trays & bedpans.
A ring of the moon circles the grounds 
and it's hard to pass by.

--  David Johnson
University of New Mexico



EARTH POEM

popeyed 
and to marrow 
goosefleshed
yield out of the soil mother 
mountain girl and valley lady 
ho she turns
and only sunshot greens remain 
the jungle plasma story 
what's got us transfixed 
and hurtling to over gone, bejesus

stream, cool gurgle generous, 
water flows on down 
and never happens, here now, 
let me only say and place on table top 
it momentously warped 
and malignantly just as real 
as real: a gun, a thread, an orange 
slightly and elephantiasis 
dissolve in liquids 
fluids girl in dress of phoenix to 
black liquors night thru window 
who is dostoevsky? and. 
moreover (yawn there —fetus wiggles new limbs) 
what will you

(out for small change 
(out in air

and shamed and sorry and foolish 
slapped flat on ass to exclaim or else
to be an ocean 
in the way 
an ocean 
till I mound 
a clay moxmd
into earth, smuggler earth, flowerer earth 
she meets 
with flash 
and yes
a stopover too

-- Anonymous



NECROPOLIS

Tae stone door fell open, and tne sleeper broke open his eyes; out, and 
into tne streets he went, and wandered with the crowds. It had been a day 
for picnics, and tne thunder of the tnird nour had not disturbed the festiv
ities. Umorellas and snawls were freshly hidden vrway, the threat of rain 
just now gliding off. Nitn the white skin stretcned upon his bones, tne 
waiced sleeper walked along the road up to tne hill, looking for his King.
But tne King was gone, and all that was left was a bowl of sour wine, sur
rounded by blood and water. "Lord, Lord have mercy!" he exclaimed, seeing 
these. Tne wind olevj a sandwich wrapper across his feet.

Overhead, a crov/ took to tue clouds, and stretcned its black wings far 
and wide, into that eternal figure. Several broken feathers dragged in the 
breeze, and now and then the bird dipped and fell in a dive towards the 
roillihg earth. Dust and tne smell of excrement filled the air, and the 
wheels of a salesman travelling tarew clouds across tne roads.

Nnen the picnicking citizens returned to their homes, they were shocked 
as they passed tne cemetery. Dried bones and stretcned-faced corpses were 
sprawling on tne grouiid. Several corpses could talk, and all they did was 
moan, and scream as if tneir oones were on fire. Travellers fell to tneir 
knees, or curses aloud. "Call for the soldiers!" "Nnere's the governor?" 
One mother screamed, tnen pushed ner nand across the eyes of her little girl. 
"My God, Lord of Sky, what nave we done, what have we done?" and the couple 
fell to the sandy walk-way, the little girl crying, "Mama? Hama?"

His eyes were tired from seeing streets and people after such a long 
time. The sleep had been long, the day had changed, and people walked a 
different way this day. "Have you seen my friend, nis name is Andrew?" he 
asked several passersby.

"No, no. What’s your name? Wnere are you from? Don’t bother me!" and 
they busned nim aside, bruising and tearing his new skin. Finally, against 
the temple wall, the awaicened one rested himself, and slumbered during tne 
afternoon, until dark when he returned to the streets.

Standing in front of tiie stables, four generals came up to him, one of 
them a young woman. "Friend! We’ve all been sleeping so long! Have you seen 
him?"

"Andrew?" he replied, raising his smoulders in a shrug.
"No, no, dear Saint. Him." the girl replied with a soft smile.

"No, he’s gone already. That’s way I’m here, you know."
"There are so many soldiers here." another of the generals interjected. 

This one was also a king, and a simple round crown sat atop his long hair. 
"And such strange symbols on their shields. Not a cross among them." His 
sandals were wet and they dripped.

"It was only today..." another one added, a norn hanging around his



necK. and snoulder. He had a gold chest plate on, and his feet were dirty 
from tue mountains.

"Yes, remember tnat." the fourth one reminded, petting the neck of tae 
horses. Sand and water fell from his metal boots, and a red cross was over 
nis chest, emblazed upon his white cassock.

The girl shuddered as a passer-oy carried a torch. She held in her 
hand a black wood cross that she pressed against her side, gently though, as 
if the skin were still sore. "Well," remarked the king, "here we are. All 
together. What is there for us to do?"

"The city has given itself up to darkness." the first fellow, the man 
looking for his friend, remarked.

"It's a caill nignt." the one from the mountains added. He rubbed the
horn.

"Let us go to the temple, or the governor's house; tnat's where our job 
is!" the otner called from beside the norses.

"I've got to see if my banner made it — if he was crowned." the girl 
remarked.

"On —him!" said tne one with the horn.
"Yes, elder brother. Come with me."

".ly cnest is still sore. Let us go directly to tne Lord's place. He 
will be in, as ne always is."

"Yes." tne other tnree generals agreed. The first stranger leaned 
against the stone wall. "Come on." tney said.

"I can't. I've come not to v/ork at tne nouse of our Lord, but instead 
to care for tne horses and tne garden. The animals are soon to be shot 
anyrjay, and tae garden is dryiiig up. Besides, tnere's a danger of fire here, 
at any time."

"Very well tnen," the King said, "but reiaeraoer, this is a city sleeping 
in disease."

"It's a darK city indeed." tne first one agreed, as the four generals 
walked away. "But you four are soldiers —you ride horses, carry banners, 
make lav/s, judge and swing swords. How can I do any of that? The Lord had 
not come for me in my time. I ran on the shadow between light and dark, anh 
you ask me to come and flgat this oattle with you, you four wno are only 
candles, waiting to be lit, and to bum —brightly. No, my place is here 
—with the horses and tne soil. I"ll sleep on hay." and then he went into 
the streets, asking about this man who nad died —who had a big nose, and 
walked barefoot. He passed and waved to the young Wandering Jew, standing 
beside a drugstore counter. Lines were forming to go to Spain, to drive 
ambulancea and fly old planes. "Only a man who walks barefoot" he added.



"Have you seen him around?"

The Wandering Jew was old, but he would oe proud. Often the old man 
would say nothing the entire day —and would find himself tired and moaning, 
head nodding with rocking chair.

Tne nignt was empty; the stars hung there silent and somehow pallid.
There was no wind, and there was no "chiliness". of eve. It was a black 
notning. Tne sun, the moon, nad botn gone away —and had left the stars 
hanging there in mocking silence, no point in their being tnere at all.

The window on the second floor opened easily. With black tape and 
pliers he nad screwed off tne alarm. Then, after drawing dovible-crosses of 
tape upon the glass, he drove his elbow into it —the tinkle from it breaking, 
the saattered, scared, clinging of tne weak obtuses touched aim. He dropped 
tne broken puzzle on the floor.

His eyes were accustomed to the dark by now. He had no need of the 
flashlignt that swuitg off his side. He did not open his pouch, though, but 
stood there staring at the walls and shelves of the soon-to-be raped hole.

Perhaps the Wandering Jew would not be proud. Hov/ could such a man 
with White hair and a broken violin in his hand be proud of breaking into a 
department store. The vjnite from tne street lamp outside was pale on the 
trails and floor, and reminded him of the chalk dust trapped on the old man's 
hands. As a ooy ne had nidden behind the old Jew, and had been captured by 
tnat same fortress. He often visited tne fire that was the site of his God 
of Nietzscne. tie blew tne ‘white dust off the fingers and watched them be 
carried by tne wind. He watched them disappear over the river, that river 
polluted by v^aste and vomit. That river that was the chalice for unmade 
shoes and bronen wood and wire.

The felloxtr picked up a vase, and then dropped it, just to watch it shat
ter across tne floor. His sneakered foot crushed the clay into little par
ticles of sand, sand tnat the janitor would clea^i up tomorrow morning, with
out tninking about what it all meant.

He took tvTO glass vases, and crasned tnem into eacii other, and laugned. 
The shattered parts fell like used toys, and laid there on the floor like 
burnt martyrs or a sweating, used woman, blood on her thigns. A Boy's Jog 
cast in plaster crumoled upon the floor; no unstopping cartwneel had broken 
those bones, and never did tae boy think to cry about it.

A Christ with a light swelling out of the back of His neck stood silent
ly on a stielf, protected oy a church tnat said "5.98". Mary holding Her 
Child (draped in blue) was in actuality a music box that oozed out seven dif— 
ferent versions of Silent Jigat. Any and either of tnese Instruments would 
assure you one-way transportation to tnat great Pe‘w, .. Even on nights when , 
there was no night wind, boys Hungering for girls, and one lonesome fifteen- 
year-old girl iiung around tne hotel, a cigarette in her hand, and an unlit 
match in the otuer. A scapular aung over her shoulders, bany-powdered breasts 
barred witain a cotton bra. Midnight mass was beginning, with a tall brown- 
hair quivering boy holding a Christ-on-a-stick. The Father waved nis hand 
over water, and the Angel of Death found his way into tne blouse-and nylon



pants of the girl.

When the Christ had broken against the wall, and ilother j>Iary had been 
buried beneath the sand of an ashtray, he walked on. He stopped only long 
enough to shove his flashlight througli the tube of a colour television. The 
birds and fish of Petland he had not touched, nor the foam rubber pillows.

The Wandering Jew was a ghost these days; his rocking chair fell in mo
tion in the evenings, when no one was looking, and no one was there to hear. 
Broken shoes rested at the foot of the German-wood chair. The violin was 
kept guarded in a case of unleavened bread. Japanese child hated him be
cause he was their father, and with twisted fingers shoved the bread into 
their toothless mouths.

"I” was hidden under the sheets of the bed. Lonely, unempty, the girl 
ran her fingers through the run in her stocking. The man felt his guts, and 
knew that a child was soon to be bom, —"my" only child. When they wheel 
"me" in, "my" dry stomach blown up, will they laugh as if "I" were not a 
martyr? After running up the hill, after diving into liquid fire? After 
crying out like a child, while my blood jetted out, and fell all over the 
floor, the ghosts of several dead men licking the sweat off ny neck and 
hands? "I" was a hero! with "my" cigarette in hand, and a slight grey pal- 
lour coming to "my" cheeks, (only to disappear beneath the blood of my drip
ping hands.)

The Wandering Jew never touclied cigarettes. He spent his time looking 
out the window of his den, or in the window of his mirror. He was an un
conquerable Priestly King, for he had refused the throne and denied the 
collar. His wives followed him as he walked half-naked by the Hudson river; 
and he sacrificed his rigiit arm to the local dragon-killing dragon. With 
his left hand he wrote letters to Paris, Vienna, and Washington. With his 
Japanese children he spent his time crying with them, else that or begetting 
more, using his manacled left hand (for They could not chance to lose that 
one too).

Photographers took pictures, store managers bit their lips, and cops 
scratched their blonde, bald heads. Women with impressionable young chil
dren bought candy in striped bags, and fathers with fourteen-year-old 
daughters got keys for their cars, and bought no other rubber balloons. One 
was caught hiding in the daughter's laundry shute.
—tiny toy boats and plastic tigers were spread all through the streets 
when the dawn came up. fire engines and balsa gliders were smashed upon 
lamp posts, and black children hid in allies, trashcans and rabled-cats 
making no noise in the smelly ink of tenements and half destroyed houses. 
When in London, "I" had seen a church shattered into splinters by a piece 
of falling lead. A churcii that had stood for over 500 years. And in some 
field in France "I" had seen a woman explode into three or four separate 
bodies ~a woman that had stood for 32 years and 6 months... A woman broken 
by three-inch snakes of carbonized steel. The red-white-blue circles on 
the gun that had killer her flew over to bend a moving metal box with a 
flying metal stick. She had just gotten in the way; at 410 miles an hour, 
and 360 rounds a gun squeezing out of your arms it was hard to miss her—
Why, why had she run across that field? Only metal boxes ran on that field.. 
Stepping out of the glass-hole of the gun "I" smoked a cigarette, and stared 
at the ground for a while. "I" thought of the Wandering Jew, and thought



of the desert near El Alamein. Waves ran their cream up tne Mediterranean 
shore; naked men jumped in, gun soot on their arms, and gas stains on their 
discarded asbestos gloves. The druggist from Dakota thought of his wife 
Mary, and asked the chaplain what she would think when she saw him like 
this... "I" held aim a cigarette, but did not let him see the fire of the 
match. "Ify" eyes and fingers were sore.

Will the circle be unbroken, Ix)rd —here in Birmingham? By and By? 
four out of five people are Southern Baptists, and'the steel: m3.11 keeps ex
haling red breath. I told the undertaker hey man, drive a little slower.
You got a dead kid back here, his head bashed in by sticks... take this 
curve slow, or 1*11 break your nose in. Tne wind picks up the flags hanging 
over Legion Field. I sea a black boy standing on the comer, black breaking 
houses hanging behind him. They are neld together by strained nerves and 
a large strong motaer. Old men are the only ones out of New Year's Eve.
The church is a living monument to tne Americas. Prayers and summertime 
caaips pollute her mind, the autumn child. I follow her, I run ahead of her. 
She laugns, she cries, she runs away. Will the circle yet be unbroken... 
Murders, rapists? Laugh out don't get caught.

Plastic flowers are strung in shov/er curtains, and diapers are stuffed 
down the barrels of twelve gauges. He is a silent fellow sitting in the 
comer of the linen section. Tears run dovra uis face. A blanket wrapped 
around ais legs, and a lOd siingsnot in his tired hand. Is the Old Jew 
proud? Wandering as he does... "I'* wonder about his feet —are they tired?
Are they blistered?

Oh dear, i'loments, long ago, the soft moments xjere real, and you were praying 
—there, in front of the fireplace. Trees, deertracks, and the wind. I 
went in before tne altar, and offered my body up to you, having previously 
given my mind and soul to this dirty shack on i^Iontgomary Street. Wnen the 
eastern v/ind blev; tne rad snKjke througn tne valley, and the disposal trucks 
went rolling dox-rai the streets, picking up lead-filled bodies.

You wore indigo eyes, and the hand that I neld was painted, your heart 
made of plaster, and I truly loved the artist as well as the art. I did 
not hate you for being painted, and much more to the sun, 1 loved you for 
it —'cause you willed your body into that shape, into that form. Your 
hand painted the hand I hold, and you love me. and I trust your painting 
hand.

Do you remember when X'je walked doxra I'lontgomery Street as skeletons 
—not a patch of skin on our oones. It was shortly after dawn, and during 
the night tiia moon had shown grey on our oones. I loved you, there, that 
moment, in a soft yet brutal way.

Children ran through the streets, and tne sweat sat nanging on my 
forehead, a glittering jewel on my dusty mind. I could reach into your 
head, and hold your conscience, just as you had peaked and touched at mine. 
My mind was hot, and the asphalt ran sticky on the streets. Jesus! It 
was such a hot day, even in the morning. You were hot and greasy, when 
I ran my hand up your arms and legs. Jesus! It Xi7as hot tnat day, and the 
voices of the children were loud, and they ran through the streets of the 
village. I jumped out of the way of bicycles and hula-hoops; you only



laughed... th-ay never ran at you, being the soft woman you are. Evenings 
going by, I think of you before I knew you —blood and flowers. It's a 
pointless evening spent — spent in ways tiiat don't help the passing of the 
days and weeks.

Riots exploded on the streets; buildings burned on the comer, and the 
guardsmen stood at the crossroads. American air-cooled .50 caliber machine 
guns are the best ever made, did you know tnat? In Vietnam they set the guns 
to shoot one shell at a time (the bullet itself is over 4 and 5 inches long... 
That's just the part that fires. Tne cartridge is at least that long too) 
and they can put a bullet through a man's head at tliree miles away. Tliey 
put them in trees, and mount infra-red snooper-scopes on the gun. Imagine 
if you will, the gun on that jeep let loose, all at once. The man whose
finger presses on tne tap is irrelevant. He gave his soul away to his uni
form and nis body is hot and greasy. He could shoot you, he could shoot 
anyone; he could shoot shoot shoot shoot. Shoot niggers, honkies, wops, and 
wasps —he could shoot babies, parents, and dogs. Imagine that, in-between 
your ups, though never xjnile you're down. Imagine Cnrist, Giiandi, and St.
Augustine all in a row —and see the hot lead melting into skin. Melting,
melting; oozing into a clever plastic disguise... Hot sardines.

It's Kastertiiiie. Ciirist is preparing to rise from the grave. I can 
see cnildren aolding wet candycanes, riding aluminum cars. Christ, I vjant 
your body, I want your body stretcaed out beside me. Don't ask me to be 
soft, to oe gentle. When the old pickup truck drives by that big white 
jail, and somebody's brother jumus out, when the second one jua^s out and the 
both of tnem run up the way, spewing bullets from self-modified "nunter's 
Gem" M-15, army-surplus. An old man at the gate falls, white hair all over 
the window glass. Young Spartans stand on the ground, and pull out hip snub- 
nose. itLp —rip rip. They never jam, those beautiful guns. And if they 
should get to tne doors, and break in, little ciiildren with unplastic toys. 
Three men fall dead inside, and they plant the bombs. On flDA, Speed, and 
.leth, what does it matter? A white cloud from the house floats over the 
abandoned pickup truck. They drive to the farmer's coop to sell green string 
beans in Alabama in trucks like tnat. Oh God, let me have your body, I will 
love it, please; let me touch your mind and consciousness. I'm standing 
naked, can't you see?

Wnen I was in iliiodesia I pretended I was black, and stayed locked up 
in my bataroom, quite afraid I would be shot, even in my hotel bedroom. I 
kept a plastic pistol under my pillow, so that when I was killed, I could 
have a gun in liiy nand. The woman that slept beside me was white; my hatred 
for mankind knew no discrimination; I used people, white or black. I made 
them pay for all tne sins I saw in them, and consequently in me. But though 
I hated iier eacn in and out, 5ua loved me tuen, eaca hand upon my back, each 
leg sweating. Have you ever taxea a plastic pistol add aimed it out tne 
window, just to see who you could have kilred on that afternoon... I took 
an evening fiigiit out, just so they couldn't connect the plastic corpses to 
me. The maid cleaned up oeniad me, dirty sheets and all. God, what a filthy 
bastard I was!

It is Eastertiiae; and I iioagina the good Father is probably reading the 
Passion this very moment. "And Jesus wept." Those are simple words. A 
God who is about to die, breaks dotra and cries. Then they tacked him up on



a cross —not an irausual punishment for a thief ot the time. The idea was 
to let the wolves finisa up the bodj^ afterwards. Bodies meant a lot to the 
people back then. Of course, they uieaa nothing to us tnese times —except 
the limitations tne Good uook gives us. V/nen you and I are shoved in a box, 
will they think of us as things that once were alive and stood beside them, 
time times... vvill they think of us as things that once ware alive and stood 
oeside them, time living out our judgments. Like the Stoic jug I nave burst 
upon the hillside... I broke along the lakeside, ihid the wind swept me away, 
and lifted me into the treatops. And at times, in time, w'e will float over 
the mouatains, and laze upon the seaside. And the blonde daughter of a go
vernor will inhale us, as she breathes heavily, and falls down on the sand... 
Florida sand, Texas sand, Louisiana sand, California sand, Hawaiian sand. We 
all run the risk of having our bodies ripped away, ripped by the hand of God.

You will forgive me then, for wanting you wet and naked. And for be
traying you on that night —that night I have never spoken of before. For 
killing you in puuiic, stripping your corpse —I was drunk; it was back in 
the days when I still got drunk. Remember?

I ask your forgiveness for that night, if you can forgive me. Ifnen I 
see your grey bones, when I nold you close, now, these days, I want to run 
away from you in shame. Lies, the night was a pack of lies. I became a 
murderer t'nat night; and with the quiet pride of an assassin I drank my li
quor, too much I’m afraid. And tnen, there we were, on the streets of Athens, 
or was it Paris? And I laughed like a jackal. The Boy from tne Boat hit me 
on the shoulder. Tne slick woman from East Pakistan bared her teeth at me.
Did you kliom that the legend of tne vampires is actually native to Greece? Aa 
yes, tnen it was Atnens, vo-asn't it? Surely tne waitress at our table was a 
vampire; oh, those legs! That long i\eck! lua wine (and Lord knows wnat else) 
kept on coming... I stumulad onto the street. A soldier on the corner lauhed. 
Only tne man from Ethiopia and the orphan from Cambodia took pity on me. The 
man offered me nis hand, the boy tried to give me nis evening jacket, after 
I nad fallen into a rain puddle. Xne Army man still laughed, and mentioned 
something of "Curfew*', unslinging nis rifle. All of us stopped in our tracks 
as a trap of tourists came by; all high school girls. The Soldier winked. 
"Bastard..." I mumbled under my oreatn. As tne girls passed a comer, it 
happened. Tne slick woman shouted at me, tne Boy from the Boat pulled his 
belt off his pants and began to ivrrap either end around nis hands. I pushed 
the friendly loan and boy into an opened door, turned around to tne vampires, 
and rocked onto the street from tae gun butt...

Streets in Europe are generally much different than streets nere... The 
road is laade up of Dricxs or flat stones. They are quite cold, and never 
flat. Tney were slick from tne rain, slicK and cold, as I lay there. Soon,
I oegan to scream; tney stuffed wadding in my moutn, dragged me out of the 
lit street, into an alley (tnis is all too unreal. A dream, only a dream. 
Yes?) I clamped my eyes closed, to keep the blood out from under the eye
lids. I was wet all over. It was most unlike Joyce speaks of being wet; 
first cold then warm, tnough I suppose that warmth was due to blood... and 
shock. Christ! I screamed, and scresiaed again. The words choked in ngr 
throat. The slick iTOman laughed. The boy from the Boat clapped nis nands.
I don’t know where the soldier had gone, I wouldn’t look. I didn't hear him.

I felt something snarp in my neck, and when I tried to jump, the Boy and 
tne soldier were Holding me still, Tnen, the pointed nole stopped for a min-



ute, and I exnaled in a terrible horror, the waddings from ray raouca blew out, 
and I screamed one word ever so loud. Tnen, afterwards, I don’t remember 
any tiling... raougn tiie friendly man and boy tell me they heard me willfully 
kill you... I even giggled and laughed. Like sorae twelve—year—old. v^hat a

tning I must have oeea.,.. I'ue nurses tell me I screamed for two nours 
straignt at the Orthodox dospital, after I nad Deen found by the wandering 
tourist pack of girls. Still muiabling I was... iJith how many people did I 
kill you that night?

You will forgive me for killing you; yes, you are wise and forgiving.
You would do that. Think of the Cid, of Roland, of Jean de Arc, of King 
Arthur —morte. You are a saint, you will be raised on the last day, and 
your grey oones, tne siiawl on your head will shine. Tlie things you touch, the 
tilings you see, tiie vjords you say, all tiny relics. Will you oe shy when 
young children file past you, and the ilother Superior recommends that they all 
pray to you, particularly all girls of the age fifteen?

Tney wilo. nuild a shrine, and men and women of all ages will go by it, 
and some will fail on tneir knees, crying out: Help me! Forgive me! Beseecu 
for me! Remeiaoer me! and how many of them will see iae standing by —— for I 
will not die by tnen — and remember me as the simple fellow who loved you, 
and yet wao murdered you. Who turned you into that lovely diamond of a 
woman, beyond all reproacn, with not even a drop of olood to spoil all that 
delicate sscin. Yet tiiose like I who have ever kissed you know that it can 
be aarsh and orutal. And yet the lines will go on, unseeing, except for the 
straight line of a wnite diamond, simply and honestly dead.

Hava you ever been to Dresden? I went there iauaediately after the war.
It is in the Russian sector, out somehow I got in. The Red Soldiers gave me 
no hard time; tney too spent most of their days wondering in amazement. The 
day had not yet come tnat the left natid of God would fall upon the earth, and 
striice him Oi.f a nole of human flesh... This was tne most terrible thing I 
could imagine. Jot just Dresden, out the countryside around it. Stretching 
oacrc into tne land —towards Poland, or towards France. Either direction, 
the countryside was polluted oy flesn, and ungolden teeta. And yet it was 
not I tnat did taose things, thougn I nave seen pictures of tne Warsaw ghetto.

Dresden spoke to me oecause the men wno did tnis were men flying the 
same planes, speaking the same language as I. Sometimes I escorted tne hjL<y 
bomDers on tneir runs; I was always content to tnink that I was exploding ” 
oall-oearing factories, or knocking out tanks. Every man who carries a gun 
nas foade a decision; and each of us are not only soldier out priest: we will 
kill, or we will oe killed. It is a contract and promise we make. There's 
no glory to it. linen we strap on a gun (whether or not it is a flying rifle) 
we say: kill me then, just as I kill you. Tne only sadness is that when we 
take off tne gu.i tnere is nothing to put on waich says; give me life then, 
just as I will give you life. vJitn no sign, no purpose in mind, it oecomes: 
as I do not see, near, feel or touch you, tnen you must not see, hear, feel 
or coucn me. We have made a sin out of touching people, except to draw blood.

Examine the History of tne weapon, if you don't believe what I say about 
It. For tne Spartans, tne shield was either to kill with, or to return dead 
upon. And noth were rionouraole. For tne Horsemen, tne ship was the weapon 
and tne coffin... And for the infantryman, the rifle and helmet were at the* 
same time, givers of death, and the signs of the now-dead owner. For planes



and tanks, however, we have changed tnat... except when the boxes become flam
ing coffins. The men who killed in those mchines lived in perpetual fear of 
being burnt to death. Fire is the great fear... I have known men (and boys) 
who died, at peace (if one can do such a thing) uncharred in their planes, 
landing thera as ghosts do.

In Dresden taere are several places xviaere '.romen, mothers, with baby 
carriages were so panic-stricken by tae complete circle of fire, that tiiey 
rushed into the flames, destroying themselves and their children. There are 
pictures of tae mountain-high corpses, if you may call tnem that. I am re
sponsible for that, just as many of us are. hut isn’t it strange that so few 
lines are formed nere in Dresden, or at the camps, or in the forests of Poland, 
or at the sun-struck cities of Japan —so few of us go for a pilgrimage be
fore the saints ard martyrs we created, just as I can stand beside your shrine, 
in love with you still, but involved in smoking a cigarette, not in praying to 
you.

There is a hospital, you know, in Hiroshima, where no one is allowed in. 
Where tne nurses are regular doctors even, and wnare the children of the 
hand of .Ian live out their lives. I nave gone many times to stand outside 
that iiospital, and seeing tne wliite walls I have been reminded of you; and I 
have asked myself many times, why did you not destroy yourself, like the 
French pilot who crashed his plane into the V-bomb, to save the children's 
school and hospital that rested on the side of the hill? And the only answer 
I can give myself is tnat my penance was imperfect, and that I spend my days 
waiting for tiie proper fellow to give me my priesthood, just as I nave given 
it to so many others.

The little cnild, she sat on tne concrete steps. A run in her left leg 
hose. Crumbled cigarette in, her hand. The priest walking by only ”tsk tsk"ed 
and hurried on to the early Easter Service. It was a cold moraixig. The priest 
wore heavy gloves, raboit far as liniiig.

fifteen years old. Wnen "I" was fifteen I was an altar boy; then the Old 
Jew was fifteen none of us were even born. When the young ooy was fifteen ”1” 
was moving on tarough this town... The girl lifted uer hair out of her eyes. 
Something wet, sometning alieix rubbed on her taighs. Sne didn't cry though, 
not tiien, not for the rest of the day.

Someone should have offered her a canned coke, or a fresh orange. She 
would nave accepted it eagerly. The priest should have offered her a walk to 
the churcn; ne could have made her into a nun. "I" can imagine her vvhite face 
framed oy the white haobit. Cnrist! She might have taught history and geo- 
grapny to "my" children, and bean principal to "my" grand-children...

Widowed, widowed at age fifteen. "I" look at her, she snarls. "Bas
tard..." she mumoles; she knows what it means.

—Turn av;ay, turn away.
"Go to nell."

—Sweet Jesus.



"Go to hell." She still hasn't lit tiie cigarette. Blow her mind out 
with a drag. "Can I give you a lignt?" "I" offer. ‘

"Go to hell." she repeats, and then oites her lip. She really doesn't *
know what it all means. Sue rubs her abdoraea. "Got an aspirin?" she asks.

"Busy now. It's Easter raoraing. Going to church." I reply.
"Jesus!" she says, a little sleepy. A yawn, "leave me alone." she 

asks me. "Leave me alone or I'll scream for the cops."
"You worry me, tais early in the morning..." To think of the snap of her 

elastic... So —

"Got a dime?" she asks.

Gave her a quarter.
"You're a bastard, ya know that?"

"I'm old eiiouga to oe your father."

"Yeah? Well, you're a bastard, no less."

"What kind of books do you read?"
"How Our Wation Began — What else? It's history, in the books." '

"Ah, child, my child." s

"Cut it out. Lemme alone, come on. Go."

"You're right, it's just about time for church..."
"I" made my way up tne hill to the tovm cliurch. The early morning breeze 

floated tnrougn tne tovra —the town, call it— Dachau, Say it is nestled in 
the mountains of lioet. Either way, there is a tank nestled down in the city 
Square. And two soluiers with automatic weapons stand by, smoking cigarettes.
You shouldn't be out this early, they might say. But no, it's Easter morning.
Christ has risen from the dead. In Jerusalem there is celebrating —a handful 
of Christians find tuemselves trapped between Jew and Arab, "Say, Wr. Police
man can you tall me tiie kind of planes those are —off to the. oil refin
eries?" "Jem, be quiet. Get us all shot...!" "We're on leave —lemma alone!"
Shells burst 50 yards away —"Oh well, I'd prefer to sleep in the barracks 
this afternoon, an37way."

See that uixl? Christ nought it there. They've got a shrine up there 
now; a Ciiurch."

"Kids back home are lookin for Easter eggs bout now."

"And ilary —my i-lary; what a piece of ass!"
"Let's go down and buy us some!" ■



"Think we’ll ae home for Christmas?"

...When the fifteen-year-old giri decided to stand, she dropped the cig
arette on the sidewald. "Hey you!" an old proprietor shouted out of tne 
hotel door. "You aren't supposed to be here!" Sue turns and runs... "Girl! 
Little Girl! Stop!" the old man shouts, his arm raised. It only takes sev
eral moments for the gun to come off the shoulder. One —she falls. Two 
—part of tne arm is gone. Three —

"Get her out of nere. nad for business. Little Ditch, vhiat's she doing 
here, anyway?"

"Escaped from the orphanage up on the hill, no doubt —scum." one of tne 
soldiers spits.

"I’ll have my ooy clean up this raess... God, the stuff all over the side
walk. And I’ve got it on my shoes!" the old man turned and hobbled off.

"I" stood on tne street comer, coming out of churcu. Snouted to the 
soldiers, coming to the body with an old blanket: "See here you two! Je care
ful witn that aoJy. Sne had a promising career. Besides, one day soon now 
we’ll nave visitors to this village; let’s give them something to look at... 
on! That blood... Hot good at ail. We’ll plant Geraniums there... And ijloun- 
tain Roses. Just oe careful witn taat — there, tnere, don’t let it drip all 
over the street. Hind your ways."

"Yeaii, I’ve got myself all hot. Jesus, what a day!"

The Jester was a kindly fool. He lifted his wand several times; he contorted 
nis face, and waved nis arms like wings. A crow flew overhead, its blackwings 
waving to the crowd, and mocKingly calling out to the Old Jew; asking him to 
climo on nis bacK., and tne crow would carry nim off, far away, to continue his 
wandering. Tne old iTian was indeed ancient; ne had lived far too long, we all 
icnew ttiat. For aov'7, all nis wanderings were done looking into his bathroom
mirror, or do’wn tne drain of nis sink. And sometimes, ne would fall asleep
wandering out the window into nis oactcyard. Tiie Wandering Jaw longed to die, 
just as many of us did, to continue his wanderings. To join tne crow on the 
sails of me air, and to find niuiself floating over old and new castles, lost 
and found cities and loves. How many springs and falls, rivers and lakes, 
were waiting for someone to pass over and turough; indeed, how many were wait
ing for tne old Jew to join them —to join them as tneir brochar. all .
shuffled our feet, and listened vaguely to tne mutterings of tne Jester as he 
threw dust and water over tne lot of us, and called some Joke out of the clouds.
Hone of us could see or feel this colossal Joke —we were all terrifically
tired, and I rememoer the Jester ueing very scared, i'iany of us could barely
stand upon our feet, v/e were so tired, and yet the Jester danced around us all,
tapping us on our saoulders, 'waving nis wand, snouting incantations.

I could not discover what it was he v/as afraid of, but I know ne was. I
saw tne sv^eat of fear run down his temple, to fall impotently against the
wnite collar of nis neck. Tne hand aoiding tne book twitched violently. He 
called again and again to the Joke to come into our eyes and make us all laugh. 
But we were all too tired; and the Jester wasn’t offering us a place to rest 
but only a colossal Joke —a Joke none of us had any place for. Was it a



peaceful sleep? was all we asked. He tried again with the Joke; it's a Funny 
Joke, a Good Joke. vJas the bed a comfortable one? someone asked. It's not 
an unkind Joke, the Jester answered. How long! How long? we asked. The Joke 
is Forever, now and ever will be. It alxvays was... It is within you all. I 
turned to vomit, Tne caretaicer spewed flowers over the mark. I turned again, 
black circles under my eyes. Waat a Laugii! What a Smile! I cried out. Yes? 
Yes! Tne Jester replied. I'm tired, I want to sleep, I don't want to laugh. 
Give me sleep, so that I may dream.

We all turned away from the open grave, and walked by the coffin of the 
fifteen-year-old girl. I remember thinking of Birmiiignam, and of flags blowing 
in the wind. Leaves were caugiit by the oreeze, and the skirts of women bal
looned. A simple, cnildish memory, captured early in my life, and retrieved 
now so late as only a slave. I put the slave to work, and recalled not damp 
afternoons, and water, lots of water. I remembered cornbread, biscuits, and 
Sunday dresses. Cotton patterns tnat crushed beneath your hand. "I would 
like to run.,.-' I mumoled aloud. But I could not run, I was too tired. So 
I stood off to tne wayside, not running, yet not going over and touching her, 
"Are you aware of rain?" tae Etaiope asked me. "Shall we visit the hospital?" 
tne Camoodian orpuan asked.

And there, as v/e turned around, tired and sleepy, the boy who v/as a tuief 
came and stole the oody of the fifteen-year-old away, as well as the woman I 
loved. We had just turned around for a moment —and away went tne burglar and 
thief. Tne Jester Priest was running down tae road after him, commanding aim 
to stop, and return tnose sacred parts of Jest, to forget and Laugh, To throw 
away tnose clotnes of Black, of Wight, and to come into the day with the party, 
Laugaing. Tae Wandering Jew munujled something of starshine and Galileo. "Fuck 

all,’’ I mumbled. The old man recited Bante and Aristotle, considering the 
role of circles in our' lives, I stood on the edge of the road, watching the 
resurrected saint disappear down tne road. "Sleep, Sleep..." I asked for, in 
her benefit, but I knew she would ae working again tomorrow, "It's all part 
of some terrific joke!" my friend from Ethiopia remarked. "A terrible one 
indeed." the orpaan added.

The taree of us stood uefore the wooden cross, planted there as a shrine 
along tne road. The open grave rested tuere, in tiie yard, like a yearning 
wife... She too was tired, and as my two friends prayed taat they too might be 
granted taeir part in tais great circle I watcned the leaves blowing by my feet, 
and remembered tae Blessed Virgin, lying in bed, with a stomack blown up, the 
Cnrist puncniag at aer skin, and later sacking at her breasts. I thougnt of 
Popes and Bisnops, and turned to face the old Jew. "How do we argue wita Rea- 
surrection?" I as:<ed him.

"Bavid! David! Coma away from your toys!" his mother cried. His toys were 
sticks aad old uoxes. It was hot on the hilltop, "Child, come here," David 
rose slowly, turning away sadly from the toys, wiping tne dust out of his eyes. 
He had long, delicate fingers. He wore no glasses, and had long, strong arms 
and legs. "Come to your motner." the voice ca:ne again.

The patn to tne voice led past tae guardshacks, past the elevated machine- 
gun boxes. The edge of the nill disappeared beyond barbed wire fences. There 
was a stink in the air. Otner cnildren ran by him. "Ba-vid, Ba-vid." one of 
taem cried out, running on by, "David, are you coming?" the voice came again.



"David, I'm waiting."

Boxes of soap turned sideways, and plates broke on the floor. Plastic 
toys were shattered on the tables, and the countertops had been pockmarked by 
lit matches. Xne thief stood among his jungle creatures, and pulled the hair 
out of his eyes. "I have my ovm God, my own Saint, ray own Love," he said, in 
prayer. He stuffed canned food into his pouch, and went again to feed his 
family, sleeping peacefully through the aigl.it at nome.

I turned in my bed, and awoke. I had been dreaming of you, wherever you are.
I dreamed a cnild's coloring book; you, in a green field with yellow flowers, 
and I terribly in love with you, but as always, you went away. You dis
appeared over a hill that I would never climb. I could never climb that hill, 
as I remember. It was your hill, just like the ghetto I walk through at dawn 
and eve is someone else's giietto. Strange though, when I fight, 1 fight for 
that guetto, or at least against that ghetto, as if that ghetto was pain, 
and when I fight, I fight again against your hill, as if it were my hill — 
whicn it is not. I have never lived on that hill, as you can testify. I have 
seen pictures, just as I have walked through the ghettoes. You were picking 
flowers, now as I recall. They melted out of the ground, into your hand. I 
tnougnt it was as natural as water flowing down rocks, as a bird floating in 
the sky. Tnere were clouds in the sky tnat day of my dream; the sky was not 
black or ominous, and I didn't expect any rain —the clouds just painted pic
tures. And there we rested, on our backs, for a ivhile. Your hair blew in the 
wind, I touched your arras. The hair was the black that surrounds the hill, I 
recognize that. I turned. Sweet Jesus, and you were the property of that 
"imaginary" thief we all are robbed by. And then I knew, as I always knew but 
refused to tell myself, that the thief's name was Time, and that fae lived on 
tne hill witn you, as well as in the ghetto, and that not only was he working 
for you, but that also ae will always be with you —of which I am very jealous. 
He has taken you away, and lives within you, around you, behind you, before 
you, on top of you, beneath you. I would give everything to live just beside 
you, so that I could feel you, and hold you, your long hair always tnere. I am 
terrioly jealous of time, he is an eager punk who takes everytuing away. It 
is like those moments wnen I should have talked to you, or walked beside you, 
but I had my eye on running, even thougn I was too tired to run. And so, I 
stood away from you —^wanting so very much to walii beside you, yet pulled to 
tne run, and then when I finally learned how to speak, and to walxc beside you, 
you were stolen. Ho, I do not ever expect some reprieve, or miracle. I'm just 
telling you taut I know tnat you've won, and tnat I've lost. When I don't join 
the line, and yet wnen I don't fight off tne line, and when I have failed to 
replace my holster tnen I have failed completely. Failed to achieve the simple 
humanity it requires to live outside the den of a tuief, outside the memories 
of dead bodies and mistaxes —murders.

1 suggested to a girl that asked, tnat a cneap abortion would be a ride 
on a train; tne vibrations kill tne growth.

The green-haired horsemen are coming, and like Joyce I am growing blind,
I repent to you, and yet feel anger. Ac whom, I'm not sure. I am just the 
figure tired and weary, with my broken instruments, sadly aware of the way I 
am being treated in life, or rather, the way I am treating myself. In war, no 
man is a victim. Against tne black armoured invading soldiers I am helpless.



—To turn to your face again.
j>fy heart, have you no wisdom thus to despair?
Eock, rock of ages, when the stone mouth rolled away, and when the ones- 

dead saint walked upon the earth, did he feel sucii as I did? Did he see that 
he had awakened, only upon tne death of his Soul and God. And was he left 
with just a bitter joke to ruse upon? If he turned down the streets, and if 
ha walked tnese Now-streets, what could he tnink and say? I imagine that he 
and St. Joseph would have a great deal to say to eacn other, in their own sad 
ways. "To Honour tne dead, and Nam tne Living." tne Germans said that, with 
a blush on their face. Do you remember the face of tlie little girl walking out 
of tne Warsaw ghetto? Or the face of the soldier in Spain, falling back, dead 
no doubt, from a oullet. He falls dead on the sand, and we are left to wonder 
—how long did his pain last, just as: how long did the little girl's pain 
last? Aiid x^hen tney both turned over to sleep for that last time, did mem
ories of their loved ones come by. When tney died, when the green-haired norse 
men came by, did tney say, Hy love, my love, my love, why did you leave me 
alone. When the four horsemen ride out, when the angels blow, when Christ 
comes down on His Throne —vjill it be any different than what it is now? Or, 
are we all dead Saints, raised on that final moment; or are xve the modest who 
are living out Purgatory on Earth? Am I a Saint? /m I to be humble and mod
est, and to live tnese last years-long moments in a final tribute to my Lord?
Am I seeing God in every face, and x^as he x^atching me from the open grave that 
afternoon. Was the thief, tne "tnief in the night" Christ? And you are his 
Saint, just as 1 foretold.

When, in the night, you think of me, hold your rose in the star-sky; 
winter windox7s break in hard winds. And the toil of tiie day still chills when 
the snow falls on tne ground.

On tne moments I tnink of it, it is hard to distinguish the colour of 
your hair from the colour of tne nun, inotner, daugnter, and corpse and the 
tree —

You ran in green fields in my dream, you ran green. And through the 
barbed-wire fence tiie sun broke througii trees and only the sky xjas clear, dust 
floating to the alps, and beyond. Sx^reet Jesus —x^hat day is Easter on the cal
endar?

-- 1-Ilchel Barnes
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